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PADUCAH DAILY REGISTER.
- Register, Est. May, 1896.
Standard, Est. April, 18E4
VALPARAISO IS
SCENE OF RUIN
VICTIMS IN CITY BELIEVED TO
BETWEEN FIVE HUNDRED
D CNE THOUSAND.
' WORLD REPORTS SAY
ONE THOUSAND PERISHED
TO RE:STORE ORDER IN THE
CITY TROOPS HAVE TO
BE USED.
Reports Show That Other Places Be-
sides Valparaiso Also Suffered.
Dynamite Used to Stop
•
Flames—The Latest.
Rio de Janeiro. Aug. tei—The free
use of dynamite, according to -als-
o• patches received here, was very
 ef-
fective against the progress of the fire
at Valparaiso. The firemen *were
thoroughly exhausted when the flames
were finally subdued. Hundreds of
people took refuge on the ships in
the 'harbor.
It is said that a new danger is
threatened by the volcano Wonin,
which has become very active.
There are indications, from the re-
ports received, that the earthquaee
caused great damage throughout the
Andkan region. It is probable that
there has been considerable loss of
life and destruction of property at re-
• e mote points which have not yet been
heard front All of Chili was apparent-
ly affected by the shocks. as well as
numerous points in Argentina in .he
vicinity of the Andes.
Ten Thousand Reported Dead
Buenos Ayres, Aug JO -Thc cutoff
in the Santiago telegraph line has been
repaired and hundreds of private mas-
sages have been received. They re-
port everything in a satisfactory con-
ditions there, and say the people are
not alarmed.
Refugees who are arriving at Santi-
ago from Valparaiso on horseback
and who left there during the wont
panic, bring wild, stories concerning
the ;lumber of deadis by the earth-
quake and fire. These refugees Say
the deaths number to,00s, and tha
there are footio refugee' in the mobil.
tains.
A reign of terror 'prevaii s hind
there are horrifying scenes in all parts
of the city. The squares are full of
people who have been driven from
their homes. ThOusands are praying
in the streets and many have gone
• and.
The only name yet given of any
of the dead is that of Senator Fred-
.eric Varela, a prominent leader of the
radical party.
Only one small section of the port
works was saved. The intildings of
the Chili andl Tartipata Bank and the
newspaper El Tertiero are known to
have been destroyed. The report
seems to he confirmed also that the
custom-house has been destroyed.
The government has declared an in-
definite period of mourning.
One rumor, which is not confirmed
and it believed to be iintrne, is that
the dead number mono and the in
jured doom..
Public relief subscriptions were
opened in ligienos Ayres today. The
Jockey CIA gave 6o,000 pesos. The
Argentine government will pass an
appropriation for the relief of the refu-
gees.
Reports Conflicting.
New York, Aug. 20.—Startling hut
conflicting reports regarding the fa-
talities and monetary :losses attendant
on the seismic disturcsnces in Chili on
:Apgu. 16 and 17 continue to reach this
.city. Details from Valparaiso direct
tre etill meager and are confusing
From Santiago, where the stories of
refugees from the stricken city are
beard and compared by a less excited
populace, come more conservative es-
timates of the devastation wrought.
Thle latest stteaste this mornhoe :is
contained in a cable dispatch to the
Associated Press from Santiago. The
s,orrespondent estimates the dlead, at
Valparaiso at 500. The money loss
*mounts to millions. The steam rail-
roads and str,et car linee remain tied
up. while telephone and telegraphic
service remains paralyzed.
tdThe known in Santiago num-
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her twenty. The wife of Admiral
Mont, who was reported dead, is not
killed, but seriously injured.. It is
expected) that the street traffice and
lighting systems in Santiago will be
restored today.
Cable dispatches from South Amen.
ca printed in the morning papers here
uader yesterday's date include the fol-
lowing:
Lima, Peru, Aug. v9.—The latest
news irom Valparaiso is to the cf:e
that the panic is subsiding. The man-
sion of M. Edwards is about the only
building remaining on Victoria street
It is estimated that the number of
dead. in Valparaiso will reach 1,000
The dead at other places are: At Quil-
Iota, 3o; Limacha, 170, and. Petorca
11.
Among the killed at Valparaiso
were director of the Lyceum, Charles
libsselan, and family.
Hotel Collapsed, Burying Occupants
Paris, Aug. 20.—A dispatch from
Beionos Ayres confirms rhe report of
thei4estruction of Valparaiso. It says
111400 persons perished. The fire
which followed the earthquake pre-
vented the rescue of the victims. The
HOW Ingle% collapsed, burying all its
occupants.
A cable dispatch to the Herald
from Lima ,Aug. to says: A subscrip-
tiOn has been etarted at Iquique and
will he started at Guayaquil and Lima
for the victims of the earthquake in
Chili. Among the victims at Valpa-
raiso are Rector l.ycelo, Charles Hos-
seilan and family, Deputy Ramon
Leon Silva. Enrique Blanco and ReAD-
ert Courts and family.
VOICHT'S INJURIES
PROVE FATAL
DIED THIS MORNING AFTER
OVER TWO MONTHS'
SUFFERING.
Fell From a Tree While Gathering
Mulberries on June 5
Last
Henry Voight died this morning at
I:is o'clock from the injuries received
by falling from a tree on the 5th of
last June. His death was not unex-
pected, as he has gradually grown
worse ever since he was hurt. Yes-
terday early it became clear that he
uld not long survive, and at the
helm stated test came to 'him.
It will he recalled that on the day
named Henry Voight, who was assist-
ing his father, Captain Charles W
Voight, commander of the steamer
Word, left the boat while lying near
Elizabethtown. Ill., and went ashore
and into the woods and climbed a tree
to secure some mulberries. In mov-
ing about the tree he lost hold and
1(11 a distance of some thirty feet
descended in such a way and so hard
that 'he suffered concussion of the
brain, and his spine was so injured
that he was paralyzed below the hip;
He was brought home the same night
on the Wilford and taleen to his par-
ents' residence, 1028 • South Fifth
street, where he has since lain in a
hopeless condition and gradually
growing frailer each day.
The deceased was 22 years of age
He was born and reared in the city.
and W15 an industrious and worthy
young man. He was widely and fa-
vorably known. He leaves his parents
and one brother and three sisters..
No announcement as to the funeral
was made last night, and it will 
hardly
occur until tomorrow morning.
RACE RIOT IN DELAWARE
Negro Strikes White Boy and Bloody
Pitched Battle Ensues.
Seaford, Del., Aug. 20—There was
a race ry here last night in which
four men were serioulsy injured. A
negro struck a white boy and the
citizens of the town orgarrzed and
proceeded to run out of town all the
strange negroes seen on the streets
The negroes resented the treatment
and attacked thp white men, pitched
battle ensuing.
CALLS AMERICANS INSOLENT
Japanese Paper at Honolulu Asks
Mikado for Warship for Protection.
Honolulu, Aug 20.—The local
Japatiese paper has printed an article
demanding that a-Japanese warship
be sent there to protect Japanese
from insolent Americans,.
TELLER P. J. ABBOTT ABSCONDS
WITH $7,260 OF BANK FUNDS
Shortage Discovered in His Accounts
zlit the American German Na-
tilnal Bank.
FAILING TO RETURN FROM A TWO DAYS' LEAVE OF AB-
SENCE TWO WEEKS AGO, AN INVESTIGATION OF THE AC-
COUNTS REVEAL THE SHORTAGE, WHICH IS COVERED
AND VIRTUALLY PAID BY BOND COMPANY — MATTER
SUPPRESSED BY BANK IN HOPES OF APPREHENDING
HIM, BUT WHEREABOUTS UNKNOWN.
POKER PLAYING IS SUPPOSED TO
BE THE CAUSE OF HIS DOWNFALL
ges ftat-U -14, 61''
concluded to Wait a while longer.
When the Register heard the reports
a searching investigation on its part
soon revealed facts enough to jusify
the publication as made. And Al-
though it could have made a big
sensation out of the item by stating
the vanous reports that were in cir-
culation it refrained from doing so,
simply gving the facts eeto tne
rumors afloat, and which • were I
' !•• ,,•
Mr. Rankin le'rkla.ncl, who has been
genera: book keeper for the past two
years, had been appointed teller
temporarily to succeed Abbott, and
the probabilities are that he will be
appointed to the place permanently.
Young Mr. Rankin is a Paducah
young man, and is the son of City
Auditor Alex Kirk:and. He entered
the bank when a mere boy and by
his industry and other qualifications
has worked his way up from the bot-
tom, and his many friends would be
wtll pleased to see him advanced to
the more important position.
RATHER AT GOLDEN WEDDING
, Pana, Ill., Aug. so—William Swain
celebrated his cost birthday today M
conjunction with the golden wedding
anniversary of Mr. and Mris. T. P
Clark, over TOO of the farnily's de-
scendants being present.
Mr Swain is the father of Mrs
Clark. He voted his first ballot for
William 'Henry Hirrison ,the ninth
president, and has voted for every
president since that time.
HALF FARES
FOR CHILDREN
THE TRACTION COMPANY CON,
CLUDES TO COMPLY WITH
FRANCHISE.
In Letter to Mayor Yeiser Company
States It Will Arrange to Supply
Conductors With Tickets.
After several weelas of wrangling
oyes the half-fare provision of
franchise. the Pachecah Traction Com-
pany ha. arrived at the conclusion to
obey the franchise and cease the un-
lawfi•I collection of full fare from
children between the ages of 5 and it
years of age.
Acting upon its own *authority, th.
traction company deliberately vio-
lated its franchise by requiring its con-
ductors to collect full fare where the
citikiren were not supplied with half-
fare tickets, that could only be pro-
cured at the company's office. Com-
plaint was made to the mayor that
full fare was being exacted from chil-
dren entitled to ride at half fare, and
at the instance of the general council
he gave notice to the company to
comply with its franchise or steps
would be taken to reyoke it.
yesterday the mayor received the
following letter, which explains itself:
Paducalf. Ky., August act, 1906. 
TheHonorable D. A. Yeiser, mayor
Paducah, Ky.
Dear Sir:
Referring to recent correspondence
between us on the subject of half
fares for chidren between the ages
of five and twelve years riding on the
cars, and confirming verbal conversa-
tion, in wh ch it was suggested that
a more convenient method of conr-
plying of half fare tickets by- conduc-
tors as change to children between
the ages of fire and twelve years,
upon presentation by them to the
conductor, of five cents for fare, the
ticket to be good for one ride on our
cars,—I am pleased to he able to re-
port that the method suggested can
be carried out by us. Accordingly
I am having prepared a form of
ticket Which will firfil the conditions
imposed upon us when this regula-
tion is enforced and am adjusting our
office methods in conformity there-
with and hope to be able to change
oar- system of" half fare collections at
it very early date.
I thank you for carting atten-
tiein to the annoyance to which our
patrons have been subjected by the
custom of collecting half fares which
we hose- been following for so many
years and trust that the new system
will prove more satisfactory.
wish to assure you once mOre of
my desire to cooperate with you in
any and all ways looking towards the
improved facilities for handling
traffic on the street cars in this city
and should he glad to receive sugges-
tions along this line at any time.
and found everything intact and p:op- night to learn if it W
as known, but Yours respectfu
lly,
ely accounted for. tot hearittg any talk abo
ut the matter JOHN S. BLEECKER, 
Manager.
The exclusive publication in Sun-
day's Register that a prominent
young man of the city was reported
:o be short in his accounts by the
loss, at gambling or specu:at:on, of
iunds in his charge, created a great
sensation all over the city and was
the general topic of conversation all
day and much speculation was in-
dulged in as to the identity of the
young man referred to in the Rexs-
ter publication; no names being men-
tioned in the article for the reason
that the rumors did not reach the
Register until midnight Saturday and
not being able to vetify the reports
from persons in a position to know,
and not wishing to do any person or
institution an injustice, the name of
the young man andthe bank were not
given.
Sunday morning, after the Reigater
was out, and the city was speculating
as to who was short in his accounts,
Mr. George C. Thompson, president
of the American-Geeman National
hank made public the statement that
Phillip J. Abbott, teller of the
bank was missing and also $7,260 of
the banks money. That the shortage
was covered by a bond of $ao,000 in
the Fide!:ty and Deposit company of
Baltimore, and that the defalcation
would not affect the bank in the least.
On August 1, Mr. Abbott requested
a two-days leave of absence for the
purpose of visiting a brother at
Robinson, Ills., who is engaged in
the banking 'business. Failing to re-
vurn on the date promised, Mr.
Thompson inquired of Mrs. Abbott
over the telephone as to her bus
band's whereabouts; as his wife had
heard nothing from her husband
since his departure, the suspicions
of the bank officals were aroused
and Mr. Thompson instructed Cashier
Ed Atkins to check up the accounts
kept by Teller Abbott. In a very
short while a discrepancy of $1,000
was found and then one foe $5,300.
me for Poo and one for $16o making
a total of $7,26o, all of that sum be-
ing iii bank notes except $800, which
was in gold. This money was miss-
:ng from what is known as tits
reserve, or funds that is not brought
out from the vault except to meet
unusual demands, the funds for the
daily business usually being carried
in a dtawer that is used at the pay-
ing telleis desk during the day and
stored in the vault at night.
The bank at once notified the
agents of theaiiirety company and
n response to a telegram the com-
pany's representative was soon on the
ground checking over the books and
verifying the claim which was speed-,
ily adjusted and forwarded to the
company for payment. and is, there-
fore virtually sett'ed.
At the request of the bond corm;
pany's representative and isome. of
Abbott's relatives who had been ap-
prised of the shortage, the bank
officals agreed to not make the mat-
ter public, in order that the company,
might locate him and recover some;
of the money if possible.
A relative left the city last week
noping to locate tht m ssing teller,
and to arrange for the return of the
money but his efforts were futile. and:
he returned to the city Sunday.
Phillip Abbott has been traced as far
as Chicago, it having been ascer-
tained that he bought a ticket to that I
point, and further trace of him seems
to have. been lost. - 
The bank officials aver that Abbott
took the whole sum at one time and
that it was taken within the four
weeks preceding his leaving the city.
The bank examiner made an official
examination of the bank early in
July, even to counting the pei•nies,
Two years ago Abbott entered the
service of the bank having come to
th•s city from Golconda, Ills., where
he had been employed in a bank and
at which place he married. He was
first employed as a bookkeeper at the
heading factory and upon the resigna
t on of Mr. Cook Husbands as teller
of the American (German National
bank, Abbott succeeded him. He
bore a most excellent name with his
employers and was regarded as trust-
worthy in every sense. His salary
was $1,00o a year, and with a pros-
pect of a raise. ,He made many
friends while in the bank be rig
courteous, and by the general public
was regarded as a model young man.
His home was at 5t7 North Seventh
street and he hved in very good
style. About a year ago he had on
depoo t in the bank about $1,20o,
bid that was chocked out from time
to time.
Wilde Abbott was supposed to be
of good morals, yet be indulged in
gainb!ing. and to those acquainted
with the patrons of the gambling
houses, he was (Otte well known, so
much so that when his defalcation
became public many of the know-
ing ones were not surprised to learn
of his downfall, it being said that he
often sat in presty stiff games and
seemed to be well supplied wits
money. According to some of those
posted on the subject, after a certain
editorial that appeared in the Regis-
ter February to, he ceased to frs-
quent a gambling room on Fourth
street, and of late seemed to be gong
a slower pace.
There seems to be a mystery about
just when and how he got away with
the money. According to the bank
officials the money must have been
taken sometime in Juiy, and if be
took it with him, the amount could
just as easily have been five times
as much as the shortage; on the
other hand if anything like that sum
bad been lost at the poker tables in
a week or two, it would have leaked
out. In the reports afloat late Satur-
day night, some were to the effect
that he had lost the money by specu-
lating in futures, but this is denied.
Another report was that the shortage
amounted to $75,000, but that is
refuted by the clear cut statement.
from the officers of the bank backed
by the claim made on the bonding
company. Although it is known that
Abbott played poker for the past
year or two, no shortage had occurred
up to the time the examiner made an
official examination six week ago, for
he found the accounts all right and
the money all in the vaults.. That
being true, then Abbott simply took
the money to enable him to skip out
and leave tha part of the country. If
te) shortage existed prior to that,
time, then he must have had other '
reasons for leaving. If he was moved
by a desire to appropriate the bank's,
money, he could just as easily have '
taken a larger sum. Until he is ap-
prehended the exact cause for his
eight will, perhaps, not be known. Nol
dew to h:s whereabouts has yet de-
veloped.
The occurrence causen mr.ch corn-,
ment and interest, yet it had no;
affect upon the bank, for it is not
out a cent on the affair. The officials,
however, were somewhat nonplussed,
to discover that their confidence' had
been misplaced.
The shortage was discovered some i
days ago, but as stated above, was!
withheld from the public for the'
reasons set forth. Yesterday :t was
said that several of the directors had
almost reached the conclusion Satur-
day to give the matter publicity, and
made a trip down in the city Saturday
BUCKET "SHOW
ARE DOOMED
COUNCIL LAST NIGHT SET
THE SEAL UPON
ARE TO BE P01001
OF COMMISSION
THE TRACTION COMPANY TO
COMPLY WITH CHARTER AS
TO CHILDREN'S FARES.
B. J. Levy Wanting License at x28
South Third Street Cameo em-
places—The Idea, Esc.
The board of councilmen met in
tegular session in the city hall last
night. Chairman McBrisont rapped
for order at 7:45, with nine members
only, but before the board got
down .to work ever councilman was
present. Clerk Bailey read the min-
utes of the last meeting and they were
approved as read.
Mayor's Business,
Mayor Yeiser read a communication
from Superintendent W. J. Hills, of
the N., C. & St. L. R. R., asking for
the privilege of building another track
across South Sixth street at the depot
grounds, promising all possible safe-
guards to protect people and team&
At the request of the mayor the com-
munication was referred to the rail-
road committee with power to decide
I the matter and to bring in an ordi-nance to grant the request if favored.
The mayor also read the following
communication from the board of
public work., and at his suggestion it
was received and filed:
Board of Public Works,
I
Paducah. Ky., Aug. 20 1936
To the Honorable Mayor and Gen-
eneral Council:
I Gentlemen—Referring to the ordi-
nances recently passed, by your hon-
orable body for the improvement of
streets and sidewalke named therein
having been turned over to Board Cal
Public Works Or . the execution
thereof and the letting of contracts
we beg to call your sttenion to state-
m ent of the genersiqodep..oti..Yye
account as shown on the auditor's
books as follows:
Apportionment for nx:16....$18,00nsso
Expended to Aug. 15, 006.. 15.7.3840
Credit balance  , .... $2,26, .10
Against which the regular operating
expenses of the street dagartment for
the remaining five twist,* of the year
approximately $5,50o, -are to be
charged.
The city engineer- Twos that he
now has under construction sidewalk.
on Jefferson street, the city's propor-
tion of which will be about Etsnoo
and the intersections of Harahan
Boulevard will be over $500 more
which is chargeable to the regular
street fund and not the pr(X-eCds of
the bond money.
Mr. Washington also estimates the
approximate cost of the city's prnpor-
6on of the improvements ordered by
these recent ordnance' to be as fol-
lows:
Fourth street sidewalks be-
tween Norton and Husbands $200.00
Jones street, Ninth to Elev-
enth  5oo.too
Hayes avenue. Sowell street
to Renton road  250.00
Sowell street to west side of
Hayes avenue  mono
Sowell street to Ashbrook
avenue  10
0.00
Approximate total $1,150.00
You will please to instruct this
board whether to proceed to this
vent+ at once and charge city's pr
o-
portion of came to the contingent
fund, or whether you will make other
provisions to meet this expense when
the work is done and the city's engi-
neer's estimate is presented for same.
Provision for the apportionment for
the street departtitent being limited M
$tg,000, and the general operating ex-
penses including extensive street
cleaning venrk (which will have to be,
continuedIanyhow through the stmt.
'met- months and late into the 
fall)
you Will readily see that the 
credit
(Continued on Page Four.l
PM.
t at Washington
place the fataliti s at about 500.
These conflic mg stateinenta can'-
not at this ti e adjusted. ff is ev-
ident that e yet confittflin and
panic prevail Valparabto,'Wuntil
order is reito d it will be' itoheThle
Oin ascertain pith accuraCy 'the loss
to life 4fil OFoperty.Binge
. in the city have been practiCally aban-
doned bst the people. who are iexisting
-as best they can M the plazas and
streets of the city and the bills ad-
jacent to it without Olietter'Sfro
Morm or' sun and with famine-con-
$40; bleached it is worth $55, which
turned into vieose and spun into .silk
is worth $ssoo."
, ' t
WATER FROM
LOURDES SHRINE
a000 Quarts Received in Brooklyn for
the Crippled and Sick.
The Fathers of Mercy. in chalice oi
Church of Our Lady of Lourdes.
Broadway and Aberdeen streets
fronting them. Food 1st already, Brooklyn, received on Saturday 2000
scarce and high. water for drinking; quart. of water from the miraculous
purposes is lacking and disease is, well at the famous shrine in Lourdes
feared. The government is doing all France. which will be distributed to
it can do to bring relief. The crippling' the thousands of pilgrims who will
of railroads leading into Valparaiso flock to the Brooklyn shrine next
constitutes a serious factor in the sit- Wednesday and the nine days follow-
nation, as for an indefinite period re_ intr. says the New York Sun.
lie( supplies can only bel  obtained The water was shipped direct from
through other means of transporta- the well in huge casks, each sealed
tion the seaboard affording the best and guaranteed to be undiluted, Fath-
of these. er Porcile. rector of the Brooklyn
At Santiago many of the best pits_ church, said yesterday that only two
lic and private buildings were wreck- ounces will be given to each person
ed. The loss of life there was ang- this year. This church has come to
mented by the panic which seized the be known as the American Lourdes
people, many of whom threw them_ because of the crowds that flock to it.
selves from the balconies of their Each year the pilgrimages grow larg-
homes. The destructive force of the es, and often the fathers require help
earthquake VMS experienced over a to keep order.
large extent of the country, many There is n large shrine on the
towns sustaining serious damage grounds of the church dedicated' to
Our Lady of the Lourdes, and the
statue is a facs:mile of the one to be
seen in the French town. This year
the oilgrimage to the shrine will begin
at 3:30 o'clock next Wednesday af-
ternoon, which is the Feast of the As-
sumption. a, holy day of obligation in
the Catholic church. The sermon will
be preached by Father Porcile. In
the evening there will be a second ser-
OUTLOOK IS PROMISING
— - —
For Big Dern.cratic Gains—Sherinian
Admits Losses Will Be Made
Democrats May Gain Forty
Members.
New - York. Aug. 20.-- N.( ) har,11-
headedd unsympathetic politican can vice. Cripples, the sick and palsied
figure on the coming election for 
.blind and deaf, pray all the year round
members of congress without realiz- before this shrine and' on the feast day
mg that a republican house, of repre- take the water to their homes and
sentatives in the sixtieth congress 
:4 bathe themselves with it.
in doubt, very much in doubt.
No one knowF. this better than Rep-
resentative James S. Sherman. chair-
man of the republican congressional
cossernittee. Mt. Sherman is, a good
PrilOiCiSh, kid be is flaVIig The
well. Just tuns, he is engaged in Pun-
ting to sleep the democrats and the
lribor allies of the democrats. That is
MANY CITIES
DESTROYED
a • ort time to the president and
o er adlininistration leaders, however
sss
•14. at the republicans stood to lose for-
ty seats that they now hold in the
house. This would mean a drop from
(the majority of 112 elected in Novem-ber, 1904, to ,a majority of only 32 inthe sixtieth congress.
EXTENT OF CHILE DISASTER It is frankly admitted that no living on hygienic principles years ago. I the surface of the amber fluid.
FAR SURPASSES 'FRISCO I man who feels there will be a loss of , "In despair the fourth fly hid him-
forty congressional districts to his par- IS A WOMAN self in a corner. orrow overpowered
ty can safely make the prediction that HAPPIER MARRIED? him. Large tears rolled front. his
the los's will not be fifty, or perhaps I compound eyes. And, unfortunately, THE
more. and a loss of fifty-six districts . . in this mood his glance fell upon a
any question among right thinking, ,I! ' 3' P •
'What is life,' he muttered. 'with-folk? In these days it is rather fash- 1
I out my three dear brothers?ionable to deride marriage. Even mar- 1 I'll kill
ried people themselves occasionany, myself.'
I "And he sipped a little of the pois-scoff at the "holy state," and unninr-t
ton. It was palatable, even appetizing.ried folk try to find advantages in sin- i .
EARTHQUAKE.
Latest Reports Place Dead at
Thousand, the Financial
Loss Is Enormous.
One .0f course she ts. Could there bewould tie the house. This is due en- I d' I
tirely to almost unparalleled condi-
tions which prevail in the repnblican
organization in a dbzen st d to
agitation along socialistic Ii s for
the destruction of parti which :s
Valparaiso, Chili, Aug. 20.—The now sweeping along likg, prairie fire. gle 'blessedness. independence, free-I drank 
to make a good job of it, 'heearthquake disaster here will fari The districts that Mr. Sherman tot- greedily, and, still drinkingdont, loss of anxiety and such deice-eclipse the San Francisco horror. Not ! i awaited the end.pects to lose evid.entl yare those which table things.At the b f the!  'only is this city almost entirely wreck- I were carried by the democrats in hearts of the end did not come. The flyn most of us, however, we are I poison, like everything else in thequite certain that the married person
is the happier being, and woe indesd: room, was adulterated. The little in-
is the ultimate end of the woman 5501cheered. exhilarated, strengthened
sect found it harmless. Indeed, it
refuses to take upon herself the re- 
sibilities of matrimony because she him so that he no longer desired
would be independent and free. death. . And since What time, sue
haveNot, of course, that one would ad- !seeding generations of flies 
adopted it as their only safe focid.'vise any men:6er of our sex, no mat-
have to confront a phenomenal sitna-
lion in many states.
There are troubles of the first mag-
nitude of New York, New Jersey
Ohio Pennsylvania. Massachusett,
and Iowa. There are obstacles to
All communication has been destroyed easy party success elsewhere. but
and the railroads have suffered great these states will suffice to point out toloss by the destruction of tunnels and the congressional committee the tiiffi-bridges.
cithies it will labor tinder in depending
in
ed and partially burned, but the neigh- 1902 and were swept into the republi-boring cities of Vina Del nat., Quil- I can column by the phenrunenel run
pul. Limache. Quiltota, San Felipe of Mr. Roosevelt in loos.
Los Andes and Cascablance have beer.' •Incidentally, the democrats in loos
totally destroyed. Many small yll' wrested from the republicans threelages have been wiped out. districts, one each in Maryland. Mas-
Great fires that have raged since sachusetts and West Virginia, and
TI.ursday are beginning to die out, not these, all other things being equal
beeanse of the efforts of fire fighters, they may be counted upon to retain
but because there is in many places -refile party strength shown by the re-
nothing left to burn. In many large publicans in the present house on the
sections of the city the destruction is basis of the returns is 249 and the
complete. democrats 137. This is a majority of
It is impossible . to estimate the 112. There are now three republicans
number of dead and wounded. The
former will probably exceed one
thousand. Practically the whole pop-
•slation is camping on the ills, as.ths be a serious matter, because it would
shocks ave been fait occasionally since still leave to the republicans a sale
the convulsion of Thursday and Fri- work•ng majority of thirty-two votesdiv. Their force is diminishing, how- But MIr Sherman and his associa•es
ever News from the south of Chili
reports severe shocks at Talcahuano
Conception and Taloa. but the damage
in 'those places was not greit. No
news has been received from Santiago
although a courier is expected soon
• Renorts Still Conflict.
New York. Aug. 20.—There contin-
ues confusion of statements as to tile
magnitude of the disaster to Valparai-
so caused by the earthquake shocks
which began on August 16 and contin
uedl at frequent intervals throughout
that and the next two days.
on prosperity alone for success
keeping down the democratic gain of
forty.
Pine Trees Made Into Silk.
(Harper's Magazine )
. About five tons of artificial silk are
now manufactured daily in Europe and
Dispatches from Valparaiso to the the demand far exceeds the supply
Associated Press received last even- This is one of the many modern pro-
ing state that a moderate estimate cf ducts of cellulose. that wonderful sub-
the fatalities is 2000. and that ;he t stance of which the microscopic cells
property loss may be as high as $250.- of plants are made and which corn-
000.000, which latter is as great as the poses about one-third of all the veg-
loss sustained by San Francisco in l etable and animal matter irt the world.
consequence of the earthquake and fire, 'Robert Kennedy Duncan. now proles-
which devastated that city last April I sot of industrial chemistry in the Uni-
A refugee who has arrived at Saanti- versity of Kansas, points out its possi-
ago places the known dead at too and
I bilities for the manufacturer. For in-
other messages indicate that the first stance, he writes: "A pine tree is
reports of damage stid casualties were worth $To a ton; cut and stripped it is
greatly exaggerate* Dispatches to worth Sic: 'boiled into pulp it Is worth
the state depart
and two democratic vacancies. A loss
of forty seats from the showing made
at the presidential election would, not
tin danoer to public health at the.
the . meaning of his statentent made shrine Yes. I understand that certain '
on Satiis",lay to. the republican new.- French pathologists have described 't
r.,„„ that t.ss house was- safely re- as a menace to nightie liPaltif. aiming
plifilican on the nrosperity ;ism!. • ithe;r mows at the piscine in which
. 
Xt. Slirrataa N4 4 admitted *this the attlicteg bathe themselves. Now
Speaking of the threat of the
French government to forbid the an-
imal ceremonies at the famous French
shrine on the ground that it is a men-
ace to public healfbetrathe.r Porcile t
who has been the. said yesterday:
"This is only another attemnt to de-
stroy all religion in Fran'-e. There is
rwoo ty
get marredDIAMONDS IN UNITED STATESfor the same of some or I
ter how poor, or old, or friendless, to,
companionship or any mundane rea-
son like this. Miarriage, if it is to he Discovered in ?our Regions—Place
successful, must be dictated by true: of Origin Unknown.
love and nothing else. At the same:
time there are women who fancy that
.N.e.ver before in the history of thethey can do well without it. The trout-'
United States has there been such ahies are not worth the pleasures which demand for diamonds as there was income in its train, and they think they
1905, says the Scientific American.are happier unmarried and will be so
Large quantities were imported, butto the end of time. says Woman's
.the country produced none. In 1903Life. it produced diamonds to the value ofPoor sisters, they forget that there s loot It had an out-put worthis something after all in the old say- '3°' inloo. in Iwo its production wasing about love making the world go
valued at $iso and in Iwo the coun-
round: they forget that the old maid, try boasted native diamonds to thehowever fresh and tin to date. must
value of $30o.
still live something of a stunte('. life I Diamonds have been discovered inNo! Again one says the woman is the United States in four differenthappier married, provided she choose, g 
' 
ions but their actual place ot
rightly. and for choosing there is no .ur gin is in every case unknown. Albetter method than the old-fashioned !sass been found in loose and super-perhaps somewhat forgotten, one 'of ficial deposits and all accide:•:ally. Itlove. :is not at all impropable, I owever,
!that some day the original sources
Story of the Four Flies. of this queen of gems may be dis-
covered.Upton Sinclair. the young and tal_
(Kansas City In:leper:lent.)
rade's fate a moral. Luxuries, he "What (Td you get out of that is ill
reasoned, were deadly. He would rase?" asked the first lawyer.
stick, therefore, to the plainest. gime "Two hundred and fift • thousand
plest things. And so he fell to a dollars." replied the second lawyer
crust of bread, and in another nio- "Good round sum. eh?"
ment breathed iris .1•64,1. The breld, "Yes, but thought the id man left
was adulterated with alum. more than that."
.
.1111
enter author of "The Jungle." told at! The his price of d am •As as
,,a dinner in New York, apropos of the made the recent search f these
pure food laws, a story of four flies !precious stones in the Uni• •d States
se
 
'and Canada keener than evsr before."Four flies. four brother flies."
' said, "set out into the world one sum- A careful watch for diam. nds was
mer day to seek their fortunes. , ? kept during the examinafion by the
"Up and down they flew. and final- United States geological survey of
ly. a window being open, they found many samples of gold and p!atinum
Ethemselves in a large, delightful ioom. xposi-sands at the Lewis and Clark
There was a great white table in thq tion in Portland, Ore.
middle of the room, and on it A lookout for diamonds has alsomany '
tempting viands were spread.' I I•een kept by a number of people who
have been dredging for g on an
"The first fly, with a buzz of de-
extensive scale . in the rive-s of Cali-light, settled upon a dish of lovely
fornia. In neither case have any
'umber-colored jam. lie ate his fill
Then, with a low cry of agony, he finds been reported.
expired. The jam. alas! was adulter- 1
ated with copperas. Some of It Got
"The second fly saw in his corn-
611 THROUGH!
YOUR CORINSPONDLNCE
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any one who as besii to Lourdes "The third fly was so grieved owes
knows that while there is a basin-, the fate of his comrades that he re-
shaped excavation, the water is not solved to drown his sorrows in drink I
stagnant. It is a running stream :There was a glass of beer handy. He .'
emptying itself out of the piscina of, settled in it greedily. • But the beer ; -
its own force and running into it cf was adulterated with cocculus indiscus! No theories taught but actual business kom the start. Thorough.its own force. If the water were stag- I and in less than a minute the fly I oources in bookkeeping, shorthand, touch-typewriting, penmanship, eor-
nant it would have been condemned quite dead, floated with limp wings on_rtespeadence, spelling, commercial law, banking, arithmetic, grammar, eta.
Call or write for beautiful new catalog.
COLLEGE
PADUCAH CENTRAL
BUSINESS COLLEGE 306 BROADWAY
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.Michae The Only Licensed 4Pawnbroker
MONEY LOADiIiliD ON ALL VALUABLES
AT LOWlailT INTEREST.
SPECIAL BARGAINS in Sow r's Silverweare, such as Knives
Spoons, Tea Sets, etc. BARGAISS in High Grade Watches—Hamilton
and Ball B. W. Raymond—one Leif -rice.
Just received, nice lot of Braceie ts, odd sizes and 6-size Watches. 53
cents on dollars for ten days. 211 BROADWAY.
Don't forget the place. Neat to Lang's drug store.
WINDOW
PHANE...
TheModern Window Decoration
WHILE EQUAL IN DESIGN AND BEAUTY TO
THE FINEST ART GLASS MADE.
IT CAN BE APPLIED TO ANY WINDOW OR
TRANSOM. IT EXCLUDES OUTSIDE VIEW AND
ADMITS THE LIGHT IN THE MOST PLEASING
AND AGREEABLE HUES
IT IS APPROPRIATE IN DINING ROOMS. BATH
ROOMS AND FRONT DOORS. IT IS ONE OF THE
MOST BEAUTIFUL DECORATIONS OF THE DAY
FOR ALL KINDS OF DECORATIONS.
C. C. Leo, 315 Sway.
Before Trading Your
Old Bicycle in on
New One See:
WILLIAMS BICYCLLCO
Next to Kentucky Theatre on Ncrth Fifth street they can s are yo*
money, and take your old wheel in exchange. WE WANT AN UN
LIMITED NUMBER OF SECOND HARD BICYCLES.
Remember this is die cheapest Louse in town on Ricyles and every-
thing for bicycles. Parts furnished for any make of wheel. Expor1
inackiaists is our repair shop. MI work guaranteed.
Don Gilberto
THE TALKING MACHINE MAN OF PADUCAH.
As we are in the midst of bit _weedier and sleeping is a tor-
-tura at the present time, aid these boottal moonlights we have
at present. Conte one **me aol .and bear his muse at 606 5. 4th.
at., produced by the only talking masithoes not may of U. S. but
of the world. The Victor and tk e Zenophone talking machines
from gm to Steel put within the reach of the poor as well as the
wealthy. Remember that these al...shines are the
Leading Machine of the World
Remember my records for sale are Sin. 35c, to in. frac. 12 in.
St.00.
We have 6gh Glass operatic records kern Si.uo, $0.00, $3.00,
Ss.00. All the latest leading opera singers from Addslena
Patti, MIracella gasembrifda, Carouse and Ssurate and Gasors and
a great away ether celebrated airtime of this bind. I will play any
piece befere purchasing It, a* isou can see that it is perfect. .We
don't sell second hand machines or records.. Every machine is
guasanteod and eves; recOrd is perfeot and new. We don't give
discounts nor CUTS in PRICES. We carry a fall stock of
. neetteis and we will repair your bratten machines at liberal prices.
We w1 take pleasure in explaining the mechanism of your Zono-
phone.. I have 500 new and la-ti's music from ragtime to the
most celebrated operas, and from the greatest bands both Am-
erica and Europe and Orchestria pieces. My concerts will be
from 7 p. rn. to To p. pieom played twice and we play
from )4 tip too pieces every niglit Remember that you can buy
the Victor machine, it ie no trouble but a pleature. We will take
pleaocure in showing you about tidier the Victor or Zonophone
mashines, also care of records.
I remain your totaling machine *lend
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ARRESTED the negro. This was a signal for athe officer's pisto
l. The deputy shot
general shooting. The dead body of
FOR KISSING room. A wounded negrio has been as-rested 
officer was picked trp later in the
and has been identified as one Judge Puryear had a fair Monday'
of those who was in the game, and he docket. The cases were as follows:
is dying in the jail hospital. Two other Jits Thompson', drunk, $1 and costs
POLICEMAN TAKES COUPLE negroes are in jail,charged with
BUT JUDGE DISMISSES murder. The deputy leaves a widbw 
Htfbert Hamilton, drunk, $1, and
costs.
THEM. and five childeen. Jordan Wilson, cruelty to animals
continued until Aug. 21.
SLEEPING MEN MEET. DEATH Bud Elrod, disorderly conduct, $5
Husband Indignant and Threatens to and costs.
Make it Hot for Po- Awful Crash of Freight Into Work Bob Bartlett, cruelty to animals,
liceman. Train in Pennsylvania.  continued until Aug. 21.
Aciolph Weil, breach of ordinance
Johnstown, Pa., Aug. 211—Plunging dismissed.
Philadelphia, Aug. 20.—Mr. and Mrs through a blinding rainstorm at the C. E. Grediey. breach of 6rdinance
John J: Diez, who have been married rate of 45..1 miles an hour early Sue- continued until Aug. 21.
six weeks, were arrested last night day, a fast freight train on the Penn- Alfred' Strauss, malicibus shooting
by Policeman Connor for kissing on sylvania railroad crashed into a slow without wounding, dismissed.
the street, but Magistrate O'Brien ly moving work train at Sang iHol to circuit court under a bond of $aw
discharged them in police court. The low, killing seven and seriously injur-
 
 
Wallace Perry, robbery, held over
eenied that they fru! bc•I H•• sevou others of Ole Nvork 
-
-'cry f07 taking $s 5o
affectionate in the public street in any crew. Three of the latter will prob- from 'Carrie Jackson. It appears he
ably die. Engineer Woods was theWay- owed the woman $2 and went to see
Connor testified' that he saw Deitz only member of the crew cif the her at her house Sc' pay her, but said
kiss his pretty bride, but she judge freight viiho was injured, he hadl only $1.5o, which she agreed
was not interested in the case one way The work train had stopped at a to accept as a compromise After
or the other, and without going into wider plug near Sang Hollow to take 
. 
paying the sum named the woman
the merits or demerits of kissing on water. A Fort Wayne freight was swore Perry threw her upon the bed
public highways he mid to Mr. and following, and because of the rain the
Mrs. inetz: "Discharged" engineer was unable to see the work 
and by force took the money back
Her screams for help attracted a ao-
Dietz was very indignant and want train until just before the crash liceman who arrested Perry. Th,
ied to say something. but Magistrate The engineer of the freight jumped
O'Brien called the next case without aneil was fatally hurt. The fireman re- 
man and woman are both negroes.
hearing what he had to say. mained on the engine and was unin- MEETING TO CONSIDER
iDetz and his wife insist tat they jured. When the freight engine craah-
were not kissing, and threaten to ed into the work' train it plowed its 
NEW INSURANCE LAWS
make it hot for Connor, who, the,y say way through the cars. All of the la- State Insurance Commissioners to
insulted them by arreat without prow- borers and others of the work train
• ocation. 'Dietz said afterward: "Ed- crew were asleep and those that were Meet at St. Paid 
Wednesday.
ward Fern, my wife and myself were killed; probably never know they wer
buying linens at Eighth and Chest- struck.
nut streets. We were going to visi According to reports, Engineer S
friends at Fifteenth and Vine streets% N. Woods of 'the freight train had in-
and we walked up Eighth street and creased the speed of his train just be. 
turnedwest on Arch street. Fern fore the crash, that he might take v:a-
went into a cigar store at Tenth ter in the water pans along the track
street. and while he was buying cigar and in so doing is said to have ex-
1 whispered to my wife that t would ceededi his orders. When news of th
be a good joke for us to go to the wreck reached this city two wreck
house without him. While I was talk. crews were sent out. The conditions
ing to my wife Connor told us to as described by members of these
move on and not kiss on she street. crews upon their arrival were appall-
! told Connor that we were not kiss- ing Dead and dying were lying on
ing. and then he took hold of our the tracks, while snme of the injured
arms and walked us to the station were hanging out of the windows of
bottee"-with a crowd following. We the "cabin" car, crying for help and
were in a cell for a few minutes." begging to be saved from .fire thit
was started in the wreck.
THE POLICE COURT..
Wallace Berry Held Over to the Cis-
cult Court.
TRAIN IS DITCHED.
Fortunately None of Passengers Re.
ceived Any Injuries.
Union City, Tenn., Aug. ac).---Pa;-
0* • senger train No. 4 on the Mobile and
Ohio. which passes here about i :so
in the morning, yesterday had a wreck
at Berkley. Ky., the first station this
side of Wickliffe. Ky., which might
• almast be recognized as a miracle, as
at, one was seriously injured.
Engineer Baily was pulling the train
with Fireman Fitzgerald. A switch-
man had made the mistake of setting
the pin in the first hole in the switch
and a freight jostled that Out, and
when the passenger came thundering
up the switch was open and the en-
gone took one side and rolled ,over a
couple of times, while the express and
beet-Jigs cars and the negro coach
went rolling down the other side, for-
tunately CA -aping a tele,copa.
Though the fireman had to be
, prized out, or rather the debris priseit
from over him he sustained but slight
irjuries. while no others were hurt
'The ti am backed into Union Cify and
°
• 
went over the Nashville. Chattanooga
and St. Lo.i.s to Pacissah June•'or
and then over the Illiestis Central to
Cairo. The southbound train was
expected to come down to the south
switch at Berkley, where the trains
Da", but for some reason failed to do
so, else there would have been a head-
on collision.
"FAUST" IS DEAD.
Lewis Morrison Has Answered Ffis
JEROME NAMES TERMS
Upon Which He Will Make Race for
Governor of New York.
New York, Aug. 20,—District At,
torney William Travers Jerome today
issued the following statement:
"In the prelient shameful condition
of our political life in this state. I am
ailling to run for the office of gov-
etnor of te state if the Democratic
conversion shall nominate me witout Check on Navy 
Recruiting.
any understanding, expressed or int (Cleveland Plain Dealer.)
plied, other than that if elected; I Just at a time when the navy is in
that obey my oath as I understand it such dire straits for recruits as at
;n lettet and spirit. I present it is unfortunate that so many
"WM. TRAVERS JERONfE." I cases of discrimination against navy
seamen .and merely because they arc
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + navy seamen, should have to be re-
'1* corded. Every ship now in commis-
Kentucky Fair Dates. sion is undermanned and the navy die-
+ partment is at as witts end to devise
+ + + + + + + ways and means of enlisting recruits
and retaining them in the service once
Kentucky State Fair, Louisville— they are enlist
ed and 'trained. These
September 17-22. instances of discrimination against the
Harrodeiburg, August 7-4 days. uniform go far to counteract the most IrEir
Fern Creek, AuKtrab 14-4 (kr. earnest efforts of the recruiting of- ••
Vantsetturg, August 15-4 days. firers. The recruit expects and en-
Columbia, August 15-4 days. dpres much comfort and actual hard-
Shepherdlaville, August 21-4 day,. ship as a matter of course. He does
Springfield. August 15-4 day*. J. L. WOLFF,IAwrenceburn, August at-4 asysk not expect to be marked out as one
London, August A-4 is. da 
with wham his fellow Americans can-
not 'associate and to be excluded from
Brodbetad, August 15-3 day,. ptSblic plaaes to which he would be
Mit. Olivet, August 4-3 days. welcome were ;he not in uniform. This
Gutherie, August 25-1 11871.
NOK)128ville, MINIS* 25-3 days. 
is merely to place a penalty on patri-
otism.
Shelbyville, Angus* 201-4 dare.
Florenve, August 39-4 eels-
Ewing, A tigtat 30-3 day&
Plizarpetht o Sep1ets:115er 4-3 days
Last Curtain Call. Pari 2, September 4-5 awn
Bardotown, September 5-4 dark
New York, Aug. 2o.—Lewis•-Mor- Mouticello. September 1s-4 ye.
risme an ictos whose work as Me- Glasatoes, September 75_4 dor,
phisto. in ' Faust." gatined him, fame Sebree. September rft--5 tiara
died stinddenly of shock on Saturday H'arttrird September TV' -4 "MY%
afternoon in St. John's hospital. Yonk- 'Henderson. Sesponertker 26-4 days.
era. after undergoing an operaton Falmouth. Septternhar 26-4 day&
i3 ..for a disease of the stomach. .He was Pernbroce, September 27— daps.
Owenstiewo. October a-5 days
' tat years of age.
tewis Morrison wPs born of Elsa- Mayfield, October 3--day..
lish parertaee, in Kingston. Jamain
in 1845. He came to this city at ar Encureion Ratters Via. the Southern
early age and enlisted on the union Railway from Louisvirle.
tide in the civil tsar.
He entered the theatrical profession DeavPr. Colorado Sprngs an Pu-
as an actor in the' old Varieties- the- eble, Gol.—$36.00. On saTe daily ta
*ter. New Orleans, making his first ap. September 30th, with return limit of
pearance with Lawrence Barrett in October 31st.
1865 He was afterwards associated
with Edwin Booth. Edwin Forrest Aeltville, N. C.—$15.95. On sale
Tomas° Salcina, Adelaide Neiison daily the year roand, gooã returning
vvinCharlotte Cushman, Rose Cog:tlan thi six months.
Janausohek and Agnes Booth,
Tanw !form-seekers Rates to many
KILLEb `BY NEGROES. 
points in the southwest, west sadl ;senate in the sciuhteaet, wait and
smithewst on first and third 'Fees-
Officer Tries *to Arrest an Offender daps of each month, June to Nevem-
and Meets Death. her inclusive.
Paw additional information, tickets
'Birmingham, Ala., Aug. 20. —Deptity etc., ill on any agents of She South-
Sheriff E. R. Abernathy single-hand- ern 'Railway or address,
ed went into a house where four ne- J. P. LOGAN, T. P. A., Int East
groes were playing craps, at Littleton Haim street beasagaaa, say.
a mining camp in the western part ef C. M. MUNGER/reit/a,' D. P. A.
the county, late last night, to make an am Fourth avenue, Louisville, X..x.
arrest. One of the negroes be was J. C. BEAN, JR., A. G. P. A., St,
'Handcuffing attempted to get hold of Laois, Mo.
ed as; that it be cured. Nature is the
healer and if given proper encour- SCHOOL BOOKS ANDagement it has been discovered that
she will right the wrongs committed
by ignorance and misunderstanding
If we know of no drug that will heal
affected lungs we have learned that
rght living will prevent the lungs
from becoming affected and-we know
that in the incipient stages fresh air
will work a cure. It is singular that!
the most destructive of all' diseases
should be curable or preventable by 
FIARBOURts
the simplest, cheapest and most read-
ily obtainable of all remedies. And yet
it is necessary to drive this simple I'Ve have what you andfact home to every individuiT in the
land by the adoption of an elaborte we know what you want.
system of education and the expend-
iture of vast sums. COME TO US WE CAN SUPPLY YOU
OUT IN GRAVES COUNTY
SCHOOL SUPPLES
For the Country Schools at
OK DEPARTMENT
Mr& -
An-
•
Young Mayfielder Operated Upon forl Enc A p- 
TP7"74"-r'lrilt,PreNriaAppendicitis. 111 4' • V A
Malfield, Ky., Aug. 20.—E2r1
Hughes was taken suddenly al last
Tuesday and on examination he was
found to be suffering from appen-
dicitis-. Several physicians have been
called, and it was hoped the would get
relief without an operation, but his
physician, Dr. John Dismukes, Jr.
yesterday decided an operation neces-
sary. He was therefore removed' to
the local infirmary and the operation
performed, and at last accounts his
condition, though serious, was more
hopeful.
Mir. :Arthur E .Riley was united in
marriage to Miss Elmo Rogers Sun-
day at tfie residence of the groom
Frankfort, Ky., Aug. 20.—State In- east of the city. The ceremony was
surance Commissioner Henry. R performed by Elder Roger L. Clark
Prewitt has just receiced a nottfica- of the Christian Church of this city
tion that the general cornimittee 3f at TO:30 O'clock p.
state insurance commissioners ap- Miss Elnora ?shading, the pretty and
pointed at the Chicago conference fascinating daughter of Mt. Charley
February 1 and 2 ,will meet in St. Madine, living two miles east of Vi-
Paul next 'Wednesday. He will leave1 ola. was married Sunday afternoon to
here Monday to attend the meetingi 'Mr. George Spillman, an industrious
which is called by Insurance Commis- farmer living just one half mile from
sioner Thomas D. O'Brien ,who is his bride.
chairman of the committee.
The meeting net week will be for All missionary societies at work
the purpose of agreeing upon and in Africa have now in round num-
drafting such proposed laws as this bers 1.000 principal mission stations,
committee, after investigation, be- with about sano substations
lieves wi'l most thoroughly cover the
insurance situation, with 'beneficial re-
sults. The acts, dirawn up in uniform-i
- lity for all the states which have tak-1 Dependable 
en this advanced position for the reg-
ulation of insurance questions, will be, (
I
presented to a meeting of the whole
body of state insurance commission- 
" 
JEWELRY
"
ers to be held in Washington, D. C. z
in September next. Those which are Artistic
approved by the mass of the commis-
sioners will be offered to the state. andlegislatures. as embodying needed re- 011)
medial legislation.
.1%/ BEAUTIFUL
Our showing of Summer
jewelry and Novelties ia
More extensive this season
than ever. Your will be de-
lighted with our display of
Belt-pins and buckles, Bar
Ornaments, in combs and
Barrettes, Silver Card Cases
and Purses. We are
showing all of the
STYLE BRACELETS
411114‘12401.airQc.?7•7):-••••"./` • '. •
• •
•
FROWNING GUNS
SCARE THE CZAR
Peterhof Is Abandoned by Royal
Family in Fear of Their Lives.
St. Petersburg. Aug. .2o—The czar
has abandoned Peterhof ,taking up a
temporary residence at Tsarskoe Selo
with the royal familk. Plans are un-
der way for a yachting trip along
the coast of Finland and a hunting
trip in the iaterior of Finland.
Last year, (Suring the Cronstadt mu-
tiny, the imperial family fled at two
hours' notice from Peterhof at 'Tsar-
sloe Selo. During the last mutiny
there was a similar panic. The quirk
suppression of the revolt stopned the
czar's projected flight. but Peterhof
is 'becoming the most dangerous pos-
sible imperial residence. The palace
lies directly under the ten-inch guns
of Cronstadt's main forts, only four
miles away, and several of the small
isolated forts are within two miles. If
mutineers captured any one of the
southern fortifications they tanuld be
able to shell Peterhof to pieces in half
an hour.
How real is the danger is shown
by the fact that when the last mutiny
'broke out the commanders of the
sonth fortifications were expected to
send all the, large calibre shells into
the central forts. 'which were supposed;
to be loyal.
Nature the Great Healer.
(Detroit Free Press.)
In the new system of the-apeutics
is as essential ghat disease be prevent-
-
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
JEWELER
327 BROADWAY.
Good Tooth
Brushes
You cannot find a single tooth
brush in all our stock whith
a not a good brush.
We Guarantee
every tooth brush we seell t.
give satisfaction. If one should
pass our examination with
some flaw undetected we ask
you, as a personal favor, to
bring it back and either let
Us give you a new one for it
or return your money, which.
ever you prefer
1J. G. Oehischlaefer
DRUGGIST
TELEPHONE lig.
A. S. DABNEY
—DENTIST—
Truelsart Ihdlang.
HAYES
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
REAL Bri/ evarnim riprrucxy FARM i• RAP
BIOWTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. wimps
EINTLICICY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE UST
PR U TO EVERYBODY. SIND FOR ET.
r.usu. W. WRITTEHOWIL.
...PLUMBI ... I
.j ,. COULSON,
Steam and Hot Water Heating.
Phone:133, 220 N. Third
INSURE WITH—
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
Office 306 Broadway PhonescOffice 385—Residence 1696
Mattil, Efinger arb co.
Undertakers and lanbahners,
130 1. TMIRD STRUT: PADUCAH. KY
That rim
-down, tired feeling is the
first symptom of MALARIA, take
Bacon's Malarial
Tonic Capsules
The speciic for all malaria. Has
cured ;others. Will cure you.
Price so Cents Per Box.
BACON'S
Excursion:
St. Louis and Temsessee River Pack..
it company—the cheapest and bes
excursion oat of Paducah.
$
8Inn For tke Round Trip to
UU Tennessee river & retur
It is a trip of pleasure, comfor
and _rest; good service, good tabl
DRUG STORE. good roams, etc. Boats leave tact.
Seventh and Jackson St. Phone 137 W
ednesday and Saturday at 5 p. m
 For other information apply to Jas
Mineral Water
our Pure Fruit
LEMON, ORANGE, CHERRY
Phosphates
ARE GOOD. OUR
Ice Cream
WITIA CRUMBED — STRAW-
BERRY. PBACH. PINEARPLE or
CHERRY„ IS BETTICR.
Roger, euperintendent; Frank L
Brown, agent.
Excursion Rates on
The River
Round trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN, continous passage $4.03:
Unlimited ticket $5.00 meals and
berth included.
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party
of five or over S7.50 each, without
meals; $2.00 with meals.
Good music on all the boats. Foe
urther particulars see
S. A. FOWLER, Gen. Pass. Agee*,
SEVENTH AND B 'OADWAY, or GIVEN FOWLER, City Pass
TEL. 70. Agent. Phone 33.
• ...ass.-1.-...ussftv. ./!;•1!411111111111.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
For City Judge.
,
,
We are authorized to announce i
a A. CROSS '
as a candidate for :he office of City :
Judge of Paducah; subject to the ac- '
tion of the Democratic Primary Elec- 1
tion to be held Thursday, September
20. 1
We are authorized to anoounce
,
1
ED H. PURYEAR. I
as a candidate for the office of City 1
Judge of Paducah: subject to the ac- 1
lion of the Democratic Primary Elec-
tionto be held Thursday, September I
20. 1
I
Tuesday Morning, August 21, 1906 3
-
1
Reaping the Whirlwind.
The development of the past forty
eight hours which created such a sen-
sation in the city by reason of the
Hight of a teller of one of the banks
being made public, andi the fact that
$7.260 of the bank's funds are also
missing, should cause the good, solid
sober citizens to. pause long enough
to consider the moral conditions that
exist in this city. as has been pointed
out from time to time by the Register
Right here we desire to say that by
reason of the Register being inde-
pendent enough to come out boldly
and plainly in its criticism of condi-
tions, it has incurred the 'hostility of
a set pf men in this city who, for
obvious reasons, would discredit any-
thing the Register might say. But we
wish to say to the public that we
know what we are writing about
whenever we discuss a question in
these columns.
.We have said it before—and we say
it now—Paducah has the reputation
of being a wide-open town. The
gamblers and harlots of Paducah have
more privileges and are treated with
mote consideration in this city th2n
anywhere else. The gambling. dens
and infamous resorts flourish and fat;:
ten off of the young men of the city
Wlho is going to put a sun) to the
freedom they enjoy and redeem the
good Citizens, and for a policeman orcity from their clutches? Surely, it
-••••••74, 
••••••••1••••01,144#1.0.^""-
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and cents surrender his convictions
and line up. The difference is this:
The fellow who is bought outright
has the courage to get up in public
on the side of the purchasee, wick me time the edlitorial was written, had
tb
• 
e close mouthed individual stands gotten into trouble and is now outin the background. There are mer- of The city. Another one of the youngchants in every city who stand high •men in that crowd, we learned'yester-io social and crurch 6rcles, but when
it comes to tak:ng a stand on the 
,
day, was the late teller of the bank
side of law and morality they dodge
the issue for fear of losing the pat-
ronage of the lawless element, yet if
the respectable citizens would cease
to trade with them they would be
forced out of business. They care
irore for the dollars htey can make
than they do for law and order, the
identical position occupied by those
engaged in business where to ignore
la' and order means more dollars
to them.
Nor is this all. In every city therc
...rc fathers who are so consumed in
the chase for the almighty dollar
that they have no time to keep an
ye on the pitfalls into which may
e led their sons or daughters. Hay-
ng acquired the name of a good
citizen and an established business, he
expects the newspapers, or his
neighbor to look after the moral
uestions, and while he skulks, for
hem to look after that which to
very man should be far dearer to
im than any wealth he may accum-
ate.
To the writer, a well known gen-
leman, who has seen much of the
orld in all its phases and a most
eliable authority on what transpires,
short time ago told of an experi-
nce in this city. Having discarded
he social game sorne years before,
s a matter of curiosity he con-
luded to visit one of the poker
ooms that flourishes in Paducah to
ook on for a few minutes. When
e entered the room he found six
oung men of most excellent fami-
es engaged in gambling, he was so
taken ac tteurrey t the
place. In that crowd of young men
were some who hold responsible po-
sitions, one of whom since that time
has come into notoriety if no worse.
This is but one instance in a hun-
dred, and from a most excellent au- gage in work for the redemption of
thority we learn that Paducah is re- their city. Give the gamblers and hat-
garded as one of the most wide open lots free rein and they will not onlycities of its size in the country.
r eak up business concerns, batWithM a stone's throw of the city
hall are harboed people domiciled
and engaged lawless conduct.
Who are they? Why they ars
known full well to .what is termed
the general pirbHe."and furthermore
they are known to the authorit•es.
and if they are not, then the author-
ities do no want to know about
other officer to raid and break upwill not be those whom they ensnare
those places more than likely meansor the Mel who profit by such con- for him to lOse his job, and he natur-ditiems. If anything at all td, done it
must be by the business men a1' good
citizens of Paducah.
We wish to .call 'attention to an cdi
tonal thil appeared in these colusrms
Feb. to. tir6. It will serve to refresh
the memory or i9ur readers as to how
earnestly we have put before the peo-
ple some of the evils of our city, and
for that purpose we reproduce that
editoriel and ask the good people to
carefully, weigh our words and see if
in the face of subsequent evente, they
reach as ttiough we have aught but
the good,of the city at heart. The ed-
itorial referred to reads as follows:
The morals of a city as a whole
are just- what the people make them.
If the people desire a well governed
city they can have it, but nothing
can ever he accomplished in that di-
tection if. everyone is too deeply en-
grossed in it s private affairs to take
part in the demands for better mor-
als and better government. Men in
authority have the right to expect
the good citizens to take a stand
'kith them and at least lend their
moral support to every effort towards
upholding the laws and to purify the
morals of the city. There are
enough good peop'e in every city in
the land to require every law to be
enforced to the letter and to reduce
crime to a minimum, but the great
trouble rests in the fact, or a class of
men who profess to the mcsral and
upright, hut afraid to open their
rionthe for fear of offending some
one and losingtheir patronage. Such
_persons are not one with better
than the 'man who can be bought
Outright, sad for the sake of dollars a yisitor to one of the gambling-
homes as well, and send many a young
man or girl on to perdition. When
things are going wrong it is the duty
of every good man and woman to join
in an effort to right them: As the
individlual vitro sows to the wind reaps
the whirlwind, so will the city that
rooms witnessed. He saw sist young even a pleasure, to fight the foulest filed on motion of Mr. KiltkaLialiaralmen of most excellent families en- enemies of the people's rights and Actions of the Alcler.gaged in gambling, one of whom, at progress—the bluffers, bushwhackers Clerk Bailey presentedliirg tollowingand blackmailers—if need be. Fight- actions of the aldermen's board foring for justice and righteousness consideration of the council:1gives one the ri,ght of way with full Refusal of quart license td Mloritzauthority to destroy vice wherever Friedman and refunding of his, licensefound. 
money. Action confirmed.
Ordering of an ordinance toiprevent
einetories from 'blowing whistles for
working and quitting hours. Passed
'without action, Mr. Hill stating that
the ordinance committee, of which -he
is a member-wished to hold the mat-
ter over for a time.
Favoring an ordinance creating the
office of tire engineer for the machine
at station, and fixing his salary. After
several inquiries and sonic comment
the action was indorsed.
Ordering the open* of the alley
from Husbands street to the Tennes-
see river bank. Referred to the street
committee and city engineer.
Ti) employ a man to tend the poor
farm, 
crop it, etc.. at $20 per month
Confirmed.
Committee Reports.
Mr. Kolb of the finance committee.
presented and read a number of ap-
rroved bi1ls against the city and they
etre allowed, on his motion. He
also read an account of the deputy
U. S. marshe: for papers served in
some of the Wharton suits and
moved tlitat it be referred to the city
solicitor for investigat'on as to cor-
rectness.
Mr. Hill. of the ordinance com-
mittee, read a bill for preventing
of the use of dry wells within the city
hin ts. It being the second reading
tht bill was duly passed. It received
a unanimous vote.
lie also read the ordinance grant-
ing a francinee for the building of a
street railway on Broadway from
Seventeenth to Nineteenth street, out
Nineteenth to Guthrie avenue and on
to the Mayfield road. It be ng its
second reading the act was passed to
a second and final passage by a vote
of eleven to one, Mr. Crandall voting
Lay. lie objected to the use of
Broadway at Cross Creek regarding
a street railway on the thoroughfa.-e
there as dangerous to vehicles and
Mr. Hill also read hills for improv-
ing Clay street and Garrett street. It
being their second reading. they were
egillarly enacted.
The ord natters for the improve-
ment of ‘Vashington street from
Third to the river were passed to
await the legal or regular limit time.
Mr. Van Meter, of the street com-
mittee, read a communication from
H. Weil & Sons asking for priv lege
to close an alley back of their die
ti lery near Tyler. The request be-
ing announced as beyond the power CHATTANOOGA ATLANTA.of the board the petition was received
end filed.
lie also read a communication
from Mrs. T. H. Puryear offer ng to
sell the city, opidryntlred feet of her
property on Aripadway for the open,
•ng of Tenth street nom itroadway to
Kentucky avenue for $ao per foot. On
motion of several members the mayor
was instructed to buy the property,
the vote being unanimous.
Mr. Van Meter read a prayer for
the improvement of Kinkead street
by grading and graveling. The or -
chance committee was instructed to
bring in an ordinance consistent whit
the prayer.
J. F LOGAN, Tray. Pass. Agent,A petition to open an alley through
Lexington, Ky.Farley place was re-ferred, on beins
read, to the street Committee and
engineer While the proposition to
extend the pavements on Woet
Ilroadway was passed for further in. S.ABg.enAt,LsLtE. NL,ouAis.rth.fo. Gent. Passe
vestigation.
Mr. Williamson, of the water com-
matee, read a petition from residents
on Madison between Seventeenth and
Ninteenth streets asking for the ex-
tention of water mains on that Street.
The prayer was ordered referred to
the Water company with instructions
to comply with the equest for the
service.
He read a report from the Water
BUCKET "SHOPS"
ARE DOOMED
(Continued from First Page.)
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b▪ alance available for the operating ex-
penses of the street department will
not meet 'the demand for new street
work unless some special additional
provision is made for same.
Asking your early instructInn, we
are, very respectfully.
BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS.
Mayor Yeiser .after the disposal of
this communication, said that the
board of public works was laboring
somewhat under a misapprehension
and that it fears of the city not hav-
ing money enough to carry on the
work ordt-red by the council and alder-
men was iargeiy groundiess. Ile sug-
gested a motion advising the board
of public works to proceed with the
street work ordered, and on motion
of Katterjohn the council so voted
unanimously.
City Solicitor Campbell made the
statement at this juncture, as he said
to ease the minds of the members of
the hoard, that be hoped by or he-
ave October to collect a nice part of
the back taxes due the city from de-
linquents. and if he succeeded that
much of the money apparently neces-
sary would be supplied.
The mayor presented the prayers of
several dairymen and others who had
paid taxes under provision, of the
license law, which had since been re-
pealed. asking for a retur of this
money. At their request all these pe-
titions were referred to t' • fihance
committee for disposal.
His honor also read a csinmunica-
lion from the finance cop nittee, as
prepared by Auditor Kirkl 'nd, show-
ing the receipts and expeslitures the
past quarter. On his sugeestion the
paper was received and fiLt.d.
M. Yeiser presented a communica-
tion from Manages Bleeker, of the
traction company, relative to the
charging of full fares for children oversuch things. The gamblers, the lib- permits the sowing of viciousness and six and under twelve years explainingertinec and the lewd produce noth lewdness reap disgrace and elitist-hat' the company's position and promisinging, but, like the cancerous growth 
 e Dal"' dtte redress to the matter of COM-they must have something to feed I pliint The mayor, after reading theupon to exist, and they exist upon Blackmailers and Bushw.ha' c-kler;:ji communicarkee which was in thethe youth of the city. Wiro furn- shape of a personal lettt- (the Corn-kites the youths? This is a question (-sae S'..-sirsader-) mtmication is printed t ' sewhere inthat should be debated in the minds The American people are on the thi. issue) said that from 'lie wordingof every fpthewnd mother in the verge of a great revolution, a revolts.
of the letter and %hat ha i passed be-city,and some
well. 
Vie employers as tion against those wrongs we have tween him Mand r. Bleck a in privateherein and heretofore condemned, and conversation that he believed the mat-which millions of other men and wom-Such coed hot.. count not exist ter would he adjusted. and that inin this city if there was a strong en are now fighting with desperatiors; good time. The matter was left inhealthy sentiment against it. Why yet that very fact forces us to face bids hands to follow pret Ions instrtic-is it that the authorities taerate the lowest and vilest class in the ranks thine oi the council at any time hethese conditions and grand juries ig- of an enemy, that element which in- thought necessary to proseed accord-
'mire them? Simply because the good variably forges so the front waren the isgiy,
people are too busy either with their enemy is nearing their end and gasp- The mayor said tha• he had onebusiness or social affairs to become ing for broath—the blackmailers and more matter to present t i the hoardSufficiently interested to make mani_ bushwhackers. This has always been and ind cated that some 'iot shot wits
.fest a sentimen't aganst them. so. and it is true now. Therefore, Coming by saying that 1 • might treadMany of the places used for gam- let no one be taken by surprise or on someone's toes by w;• it he shouldMing and immoral purposes are dismayed upon the appearance of say, but if he did that tht •• would haveowned by men who are classed as these lurking devils of temptation, but to stand it. Then metsioning, with
rather expect therm for. men of your a few complimentary w: -ds. a former
zeal will not be shaken nor your honored but deceased tr. •mger of the
courage shattered. When the. bush- hoard he said that whentl .• council had
whacker utterly fails to decoy one tip the question of pasei'ig the licenseally takes the view that if the publ c out of the light into the darkness, law that he had suggest ,d that a feecan stand it, so can he. there to inflict physical violence, then 'be fixed for commiseina hotties iisWhat this country needs is an it is the least and lowest of them all "tmcktst shops," saying that theawakening of the moral element so appears—the blackmailer. Anyone church people of the city wanted i.that when anything goes wrong a standing for right and fighting wrong meant given them that they, mightvigoroue protest will go up. and when 1 will 1* tempted by both these evils gamble. be'o. shut ost from the cardthat is done the authorities w II but when they come. employ Gen. For- tables. crap. games. etc., and uner
this "pressure" the suggestion to I--
speedily apply the necessary remedy.
If they do not then it is a very easy
matter for, the people to go to the
polls and make such changes in
office as they may deem necessary.
It 'is not our purpose to be offensive
to the good people, but merely to
point out to them their failure to
pet form their full duty as good Citi-
zens and tti instill into their m nds
that each and every one has a part
who recently absconded with a good
Sum of the bank's money. We also
learn that after that editorial ap-
peared that he ceased to visit that par-
ticular room. That his penchant Tar
gambling aided in his downfall we
doubt not, neither do we expect nis
disgrace to deter others from follow-
ing the path that leads to destruction;
but when we say that matey other
young men of Paducah are suPplying
the gambling hells and holes of in-
fanny with money, we at least expect
the sensible business man to • pause
long enough to inquire whether or
any of his trusted employes are among
the number, and to satisfy himself on
that score.
There are hundreds of young men
in this city who are going the pace
that kills. It is not our business to
make known who they are, but it i"
every good citizen's business to vt
together in an organization and to
show by their interest that they de-
sire to have the laws enforced and
the city rid of robe vicious dives that
exist all over it.
The Register has devoted notch
space during its evistence to calling
attention to the evils that menace the
morals and welfare of the city, and
sometimes we almost believe that the
good people of the city have no oh
jections to those things. If that be
true, then all they have to do is to
continue in their indifference unt:1
something occurs of such a magnitude
that they will then find time to el-
busy chasing the dollar to give mien- his love of righteousness and drive it
tion to the pitfalls before the feet of across the entire state or wherever
their sons and daughters, and who, if opportunity affords. The realization
of these new ideals, of possessingtheir loved ones should fall therein I them ourselves and heralding themwould give all their dollars if it had on to others, could empower one withnot happened'. Perhaps the parent tremendous energy and courage suffi-
cient to stand openly and fearlesslyfeels safe in thinking harm will not
come to his boy or girl, but one can- declare for right and religion, and
fight openly all the forms of vice suchnot tell; yet -it is a fact that some-
as gambling, graft, intoxicatting liquorone's boys* and girls must fall vic- corrupt politicians anad sloathful of-time to those evils, and the right kind ficials. To take part now in coati-
of a man stand 4 ready at all times to lishing our new nattnnal ideal as _agreement shows that •tik companyaid and uphold morality. Waehinliztors Franklin, Hamilton'and consents not only to make rhe tillJefferson did in their day, or as Weti- but build the culvert besseath its
The other paragrph refers to what 
ster. Clay and Calhoun did in theirs j track.
to perform that cannot be assigned
to another. personally and through the column 'shops.'" lie referred to the many
of this paper. When one notes the derlalcatione, etc., laid at the floors ofWe do not propose to take tip the 
• the passing from the
present changes taking place in on such houses, and also of how othereditorial for discussion at this time national ideal. cities and states were cutting themIt speaks for itself. There are two °lei ideal of commercial.sm and a greet! out of existence.' He concluded his
paragraphs, however, to which we! to the new ideal of settling all quest_ remarks with the suggestion that an
would call attention, and those we tinns by the standerd of conscienee ordinance he brought in to repeal the
andtight •t should so completely fal- provision of the license law mentionedhave emphasized. The first relates to ciieh 
s c strength of character to
nt ate int!Inerve him up that he would -and there were several indorsementsiithe parents of this city who are • too; of the idea. Mt. IN1 made the •mo,i
tion suggested', however, and the en-
tire board voted for its adoption.
Agreement Filed.
City Solicitor Campbell presented
the agreetnent made between him, for
the city, and Manager Bleck-et% of the
traction company, relative to build-
ing the culvert at Cross creek on
Broadway, should the company secure
the right to extend its line out Broad. 
wayfrom Seventh street to Nine-
teenth street on to Guthrie avenue
etc.. as now before the board. The
should so thrill us as to make it easy, The agreement was received and
rest's tactics and get there first—at-
tack first. Just haul then and their eense such "shops- was made a part
nefarious business right 'mitt into the of the law. "But," 'added his honor company notifying the board that ite
open. Any other course imaginable "I believe the time has cnme when order for lay ng of,mains on Madison
will surely be perilous. We have al- the Itateurch people' don't want ends front Sixteenth to Seventeenth street.
d aready experiencedLthree such 'unholy right any longer, and others should ha been met id asking for credit
as for additional tire hydrant.attacks. Our answer to the first two rot have it. and therefore he woutn
,wits the war we immediately begar ..1t2ge,st to tile eotincl that it take' of the license corn-Mr. Cranda I
on them. Our answer to the last ;s artion forwith to annul 'the provision mince. read applications for saloon
the war we now declare and begin on of the ordinance which makes possi-Ilicenses from Geo. Denker, 741 alarate
those, which will be conducted both ble the issuing of licenses to audit 
street and Gtscar Denker, 1043 Ken
tucks' avenue and the licenses were
al•••••
•....01.1.
giansed. An application was presented
also from J. M. Reas, for license, at
Ezf Kentucky avenue, but he having
failed to post the proper warning no-
tice to the public the appl-cation was
held up. An application from B. J..
Levy, for quart licenses at 128 South
Third street, was referred for in-
vestigation. Mr. Hi'l said that from
the number of the place and street
he could but conclude that Levy was
asking for license for the Kentucky
Distilleries company, which had been
twice, for reasons, refused license
4 nd if that wa.s the case he was again
for refe4ing the license. This inti-
mation was the result of several mo-
tions to investigate through reference
to the license committee.
Mr. Katterjohn, of the sewerage
committee, reported that during the
Hternoon a joint meeting of the
councilmen and aldermen had oc-
curred in their chamber lp the ,cityhall. to eotteider thit platai'fOr the
addititinal sewerage system, with
Engineer Alvord present, and that it
(Continued on Page Five.)
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Gas and Gasoline
Engines
For All Purposes
I to ,joo hur-e power. Best, cheape
cat and most economical.
Special attention to electric light-
ing plants.
HARRY E. WALLACE,
?actuesn, Ky.
SOUTHERN RAILWAY
AND
Queen & Crescent Route
DIRECT LINE TO
KNOXVILLE and FLORIDA.
Apo to Asheville, Hend--•onvillets
13revard, Lake Toxaway, Hot Springs
and many other resorts in the "Land
of the Sky" and beautiful "Sapphire'
country of Western North Carolinas
offering a high altitude, bracing
c'emate, picturesque mountain scenery,
and splendid hotels.
Send two cent stamp for "Land of
the Sky" booklet and other ham'.
somely illustrated literature.
C. H. HUNGERFORD, Dist, Paella
Agent, Louisville, KY.
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REPAIRING A SPECIALTY
We handle all the finest and dein.,
eat articles with the utmost care,
and make repair, that are absolutely!
satifactory.
J. L. WANNER,
Jeweler
311 Broadway.
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LAST CANES
OF THE SEASON TO BE PLAYED
AT PARK TODAY.
Paducah Lost Two Games Sunday
Dropping to Fourth Place,
But Won Yesterday.
How They stand.
Clubs. 'VVIn n . Lost.
I • Vincennes 
 66 41
Cairo 56 51
Jacksonville 
 56 51
Paducah • 54 51
Danville 47 60
Mattoon 4o 65
4
a
•
4
Sunalris Seiires.
Cairo z Paducah a
Cairo 1, Padhcah o.
Jacksonville -5. Vincennes 4.
Danville-'Mattoon, no report.
Pct
.6r7
'Bucket 'Shops' Are Doomed
(Continued From Page Four.)
had been found necessary to slightly
charge the plans,. which work was
tieing done, though an ordinance for
the work was ordered drawn. He
said that he, therefore wanted to re-
port progress on the work in hand
and asked for further time. The
matter was left open.
Mr. Meyers, of the cemetery com-
mittee, reported the sale of a lot in
Oak Grove and also two transfers.
The clerk was instructed to make the
proper records upon the crietery
records.
New Business..523
523 0M1r. Duvall called attention to the
condifon of Boyd from Sixth to•5r4 
seventh and said nothing short of•4398I,graveling the street would change it
'3
 from a cesspool into a thoroughfare.
On his motion eme ordinance com-
mittee was instructed to bring in an
ordinance to grave: the square
specified.
Mr. Williamson thought it neces•
sary to lock the council chamber
and on his motion the city jailer wasSchedule for Today. authorized to pace a lock on theCairo at Paducah. hall doors and keep the place closedVincennes at Jacksonville. except when in use by either councilDanville at Mattoon. boards.
Mr. Van Meter said there was someFollowing is the official *ore: complaint because the I. C. R. R.
would not place cars of coal on itsC41RO.
First street switch for all ahippersand'Players. e r bh po a ihe wanted the mayor instructed toLong, c. f.   4 0 0 2 0 01
see that the road played no moreRoland. ib  4 o 0 3 0
3b. ()favorites. The complaint was re-Blauser, 3 o o 2 I ferred as requested.Dethatdge. s. • • . • o 1 2 2 0
Biscel, I. f. 
 4 0 T 1 0 0  Hill said that the city had
Powers, r. f. 
 o 2 5 • 0 
'made a commendable stride when itI shut the cow out, but that it hadMeyers, ib.  4 0 5 3 2
°I 
town
 
overlooked another nuisance—theSearles, C.  3 0 0 4 2 0 geese. Hc wanted them alsoNoodring, r. f  1 0 0 0 0 Q shut out or shut up -iend moved forVViay, p.1 o t 3
 ° °Ian ordinance to dr ye the goose from
the streets. Mr. Van Meter sug;Totals   32 o 6 24 R 2' gested that a like ordinance be drawn
PADLTCMI. to shut the dogs off thirstreets or kil;Taylor. c. f. 
 5 2 .1 3 o them. Mr. Oehsclaeger wanted thePerry. s. 6. 
 
4
 0
 0
 3
 s
 0
 chickens included with the geese. asQuigley. ab 
 5 2 5 2 o he said they too were great pests
when at large.
Wetzel 3b. 
Cooper, I. f 
 jI0200
1 Mr. Hill's motion for an ordinance
.tHaas. tb. 
2 2 T 2 3 0.
to drive the geese to the pond- or1oo
Lloyd. r. f. 
 
3
 0. 2
 0
 01t1sewher if from the streets was
passed as was Mr. Kolb's to appointDonovan. c.  4 0 0 3 0 
a dog catcher to rid the streets ofWright. p.  400i0o
!canine abomination.
Totals 33 it 12 27 10 1 W. Washington said that the
'board had ordered him to hire an as-Inning.— I 2 3 4 5 6 7 R RHEIsistant city engineer but had not sadCairo b'o 000doo o—o 6 3 what to pay him. He asked for in-Paducah —00403100.--S 12 I siruction on this point and the board
'told him to "get a good man at WSSummary: per month."Earned runs—Paducah t. Two, The board then adjourned.bue hits—Wrtzel. Sacrifice bits—
Way, Perry. 
JAPAN AWAITINGStolen bases—Taylor 2, Quigley
-Downing.
Double plays—Downing to Has;.
Bases on balls—Off Way 3. off
Wright t. Strucq nut—By Way t
by Wright 2.
Hit by pitched ball—Wetzel Haas
Left on bases—Cairo 7, Paducah
none.
Time of game—I
ate'.
,
hour and 45 min-
Notes.
Well, the Indians got hack at Cairn
in Monday's game and gave them a
alvntout that will last for a vdhile.
This afternoon will settle all ques-
tions of bateball playing on home
grounds and a grand stand full of
111/4 Meal fans will he out to see the last
•
.40atest.
The game yesterday Was very in-
teresting over the *feat of Cairo.
AThey are figliting hard for the pen.
it:I —tour teams pretty well up in the
We will win if our boys will keep
together; they are certainly using
their war club.
There it a rumor ..to HIl
tive 'Paducah Traction Railway
pany .ill put in a winning ktear
newt year. It is to he tope
is true. A winning team writiM . a
bunch
be
money Maher, as a mmajorityrd our
fans vrant nothing but a crack
The Indians can't . viln them all
piety?
C test
n? 
'
boys. _eiVon't you have a little
-.Thief are going as good.* th
•What else can the poor boys d
Vincennes Shut 01444146
let that
Com-
n here
d this
Jacksonville. III.. Aug. ap.7:-Hits by
k Bette and T.otshaw in the twelfth in-,
• ning ended a great pitcher's bat4e,here today in the first gime a thei
double-headier.
Vint Game"
laeksonville
Vincennes. 
 
PUBLIC OWNERSHIP.
Three Emissaries in Chicago to Study
Modern Methods of
Transportation.
Chicago, III., Aug. 20.—Three
Japanese railroad men are in Ch:cago
Ito study railroad methods. They are1 Hidero Kasuga, secretary .of the
Japanese Imperial Railways; Takergo
°iced/. a civil engineer in the gov-
ernment service, and T. Z. Sakuma.
mechanical engineer of the Kuehn
railroad, a private railroad corpora-
tion.
They were sent to oshticutryn
They were sent to this country tolook into the financial and purchasingdepartments of the railroads of the
United States so that Japan may pro-
more carefully in buying the
railroads of that country. Messrs.
Sakuma, Okeda and Kasuga arrived
testerday morning and as the guest,'
of General Manager F. R. Under-
wood of the Chicago. Milwaukee an 1St. Paul took a trip to Oconomowoc
to spend a couple of days fish-ing.
"Japan," Mr. Sakuma sa d. "has5.000 miles of railroad, of which a1:ttic more than one-third is undergoversment control. The Japanesegovernment intends purchasing
seventeen of the principal railroadsin Japan, leaving less than t,000 m:les
under, private control.
 
 t 6
, 
 
o 5 2.
Batteries: Alters and Belt: Farrell
an& Matteson. 1
Lnnaties found Perdue in the third
Anil fourth innings. 4, 41, \-1'7
 i
Second gme—tevert innings lwlagreement: .R. H. r
• TatIcsonville 
 5 5 0
'Vincennes 
 .. ' o - 2. t
it Batteries: Fox and Belt; Perdu.-
• arid Matteson.
Danville Mattoon r.
If.attonn. T11.. Aug. 20.—Following
iS today's score:
Danville 
Mattoon 
WRECKED BANK
At Gadsden, Ala., Will Pay a Dividend
te Depositors.
GAIsden, Ara., Aug. 20.—It -has
been stated on reliable authority that
the receivers of the defunct First NA-
tionil bank of Attalla, will pay a div-
idend to the depositors of that insti-
tution, which failed several months
ago. The stockholders have been as-
sessed for the umotint of their stock.
and most of !hem . have responded
promptly. The failure of te hank has
worked! quite a hardship on a number
'of people, some of whom had rcil their
savings of malty years in the bank.
Revm-nwa Rears..
Dr. IT, S. Sisrlits returned home
yesterdny aster beinis celled. awsv bythe death ()Phis INrother.
of Hendnesn•,. 4,-repsed
that city Sunday morning at It o'clock
of typhoid fever.
BOND YOUR EMPLOYESINE
4 8 3
6
SBatteries!' Holyeross and Ott; Dow.) Quick ettlements.ell irnd Johnstone.
AMERICAN SURETY CO.
C. E. JENNINGS & CO., Agents
ATTACKED
BY FOOTPAD
GEORGE BAIN, STEAMBOAT
COOK, ALMOST KILLED
LAST NIGHT.
Assaulted on Broad Street and Hit
by Large Sharp In-
strument.
George Bain, who says he is cook
on the steamer Charles Turner, now
BIWA Bilat the mouth of IslandCreek, was almost x nod ;ast night
about 52 by a footpad. Bain had been
clown in the city and was en routeto the Turner. He went up on thelast car south and was walking on
Broad street when, as he says, a
man accosted him and wanted a halfdollar. He declined to produce andthe fellow instantly struck him overthe head with some large sharp in-
strument, knocking him to the earth
and crushing an ugly hole :n hithead. He grapp'ed with the fellowto keep him from hitting him again
and in the scuffle he got the otherfellow's cap and the footpad got his,.Breaking away from each other both
started to run and the footpad went
one way and Bain the other. Bain
walked back from Broad street and
went to the , engine house on Eliza-beth street and there reported the
assaalt to the fireman, who in turn
called for the police. The hurry-up
wagon was sent for him and he wasbrought down to the city hall, where
at 2:30 o'clock this morning he wasgiven attention by City PhysicianBtass. Bain was pronounced badlybut not necessarily fatally hurt.
Rain says Paducah is his home andthat when not on the boat he boarded
at 612 Sixth street. His story was
accepted by the police as straight.
COAT OR TAR OR WEDDING
Minor Son of Wealthy Yankee Keeps
at Hone in Fear of Violende.
Derby, Conn., Aug. 20.—James G.Billings, son of a wealthy resident of
Thompsonville, has been threatened
with tar and feathers unless he con-
sents to wed Miss Grace Smith ofSomerville.
Bilings eloped with Miss Smith
to Stafford a few weeks ago and
Justice of the Peace Washburn mar-
ried them. Then it developed that
the marriage was illegal because
Washburn was beyond the age limit.
Fillings' father sent him away, but
Miss Smith had him arrested and*brought hack on a charge of non-
support.
His case has been continued until
September and he is out on bail.
'Coal miners are on strike at the Bell
Jellico mines, five miles west of Pine-
ville, ky.
ANNOUNCEMENT
To the Public:
I wish to announce that I have
opened a brand new stock of Jewelry
Watches, Clocks, Silverware, Cut
Glass, Hand-Painted China and Um-brellas at 224 Broadway. The store-
room has been remodeled and en-larged and fitted up for a first-classjewelry store. All my goods are new
and up-to-date, selected with a view
to please the trade of Palucah and
vicinity.
A cordial invitation is extended to
the public to visit my establishment
and inspect the line of goods on dis-play and that are arriving each day.We will be glad to see you whether
you buy or not.
High-class work will be niy special-ty and all work ordered will bepromptly executed Clocks will be
called for and delivered to any part
of the city free of charge. I ask a
share of your patronage, and I am de-termined to have it if good work and
reasonable prices well get it.
A visit from you wi'l be appreciated.
J. D. Sowders,
Phone 21288. Jeweler. 224 Broadway.
Have You
• Started?
77777777?
a savings account? Mighty smart
thing to do. $1 starts it. We pay4 per cent on deposits. We invite
small accounts.
Mechanic's and Farmers
Savings Bank.
227 Broadway
The New Veterinary Hospital.Farley & Fisher, Vetterinary Surgeons and dentists. Special facil-ities have been provided for in constructing our new hospital which en-able, us to treat all diseases of horses and dogs in the most modernmanner. We have a clean, airy, sanitary and up-to-date place and oneabet es complete in every detail.
We invite you to call and inspect our place.
°Vice and Hospital, 429 South Third street.
°Mee phone, old, 13445; new 558; residence 18t6.
PADUCAH VS. CAIRO
, Aug. 18, 19, 20, 21.
Double Header, Aug. 19th and 21st
AT LEAGUE PARK.
GRAND STAND 35 CENTS. BOX SEATS 6o CENTS. TICKES ONSALE SMITH & NAGLE'S,
_1 
_FOURTH & BROADWAY.
$5.00 to CIIICA60
AND RETURN, VIA THE
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD
Grand Excursion, Tuesday August 21T:elcets good for ging passage •r.
SPECIAL TRAIN
Leave Paducah 
 
 9:30 a. m..Leave Maxon 
 
 : a- In-Leave Kevil 
 to:to a. nu.Leave La Center 
 I0:214 a. SIC- .Leave Barlow 
 to:3o a. ILArrive Chicago 
 8:30 pee..
 
. 
4Returning, Tick: ts will be good on all Regular Trains leaving Chicagoto and including Weanesday, August 2gth, except Fast Mail Train leaving_Chicago 2:5o a. in. 
,Under no circumstances will a longer limit be given on the returnportion of these Excursion Tickets.
4_ 
•Further Particular ofJ. T. DONOVAN, Ticket agent, Illinois Central Railroad Paducah.
Div. Pass'r.
A. H. HANSON,
_Passenger Traffic Manager, CHIC
W. H. BRILL,
St. Louis,Agent
S.
AGO. ILL.
Mo.
G. HATCH,
General Passenger Agt:
IP 
0001 MORNING
Did you swallow your share of dust last night? I have a full line al
Garden Hose, Nozzles, Sprinkling Sleda.
etc., various grades and various prices.
Help your neighbor keep down the dust.
Ed D.Hannan
Both P.tones 201. ip South Fourth St, 325 Kentucky Avenue
Cyclone Insurance
$6.00 FOR $1.000 FOR 5 YEAR
Abram F. Well & Co.,
Campbell Buildirg. Both Phones369
 'Fe 
 
BALDWIN PIANO
Scientifically Constructed and
....of the High urt Excellence....
It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
is I "Leader" for the dealer.
D. It BALDWIN & CO.
W. TI MILLER, Agent,
520 Broadway, PADUCAH, 116-0
Paducah Transfer Cqmpany
(Incor Porated
GENERAL CARTAGE BUSINESS.
SUPERIOR FACILITIES FOR HANDLING FREIGHT, MACHIN-
ERY AND HOUSEHOLD GOODS. 
• 
•
OFFICE SECOND AND MONROE. BOTH PHONES.
aMninlEITSIL711111,
P. D. FITZPATRICK, SUPT
The Register, delivered, 10c per week_
TWO TEAT PERFORM REGULAR-
LY BEFORE AUDIENCES.
Animals Seam to Enjoy the Fun as
Much as the People Who Witness
the Performance—Variety
of Equine Tricks.
The intelligence displayed by many
of our animals, both wild and domes-
tic, is surprising. Dogs and horses; ete
pecia.11;, free, timir lung abeoulation
with man, and because of their natural
temperament, can be taught a great
many interesting and beautiful tricks,
says St. Nicholas. We have all seen
dogs carrying bundles, papers, or bas-
kets along the street. and know how
feeleul they are in tle_ir charges.
neither stopping to play with others of
their kind, nor allowing any one but
their master to relieve them of their bur-
den. Other feats that these faithful
creatures often perform are: "Beg-
ging," "rolling over," walking and danc-
ing on their hind legs, and jumping over
sticks or through the arms. Horses, be-
sides performing many feats which are
taught them, often show considerable
intelligence in unfastening gates or let-
ting down bars so that they may escape
from the pasture.
One of the most beautiful feats that
I have ever seen performed by horses it
the high diving by "King" and "Queen:*
These two beautiful animals were raised
on a western American farm. They are
both snowy white and perfectly formed.
King has dark, lustrous eyes, while his
mate has light-blue ones; both have
pinkish 1-m1.u:es, and both are kept im-
maculately clean and carefully
-groomed, as such valuable animals
• should be.
It is said that they were both kept in
pastures on the oppos:•.e sides of a river,
the bank on the side oa a hich King was
kept being high and overhanging the
water. both animals had always shown
a fondness for the water, and one would
often make the plunge into the river
and swim across to join /ts mate. From
watching this performance was con-
ceived the idea of training them to ex-
hibit in public, an idea which was car-
ried out with the greatest success.
A "knock-down" staging was con-
structed, and is carried about with the
horses and used at every performance;
It has an incline of about 30 degrees, and
the top is about 30 feet above the water
about two feet below the lop platform
is a small one, on which the horses
place their fee: fe-t before making
the plunge; This is so that their bodies
may take a more vertical position, and
that they may strike the water with the
least resistance.
They require about 12 feet of water
In which to make their dive. They are
most often shown at places where
there is a natural body of water for the
purpose: but frequently a pit is dug, and
the bottom Is covered with canvas
which is filled with water, and in this
Improvised tank they do their "stunt"
twice daily—in the afternoon and even-
ing.
The two horses are stationed at the
point where they are to leave the wa-
ter, and one of them usually Queen first,
Is led to the foot of the incline. With a
toss of her head, she quickly runs to the
top.of the staging, looks over to see if
the course is clear, then without hesita-
tion drops her fore feet to the small plat-
form and makes the leap. They strike
the water with their fore feet extended
and the bead thrown back on the shoul-
ders, so that the shock Is not unduly
great They are under water (rem three
to six seconds; then, with a shake of the
heed to clear the eyes, each makes for
the spot where the mate is standing
King is apparently prouder and more
'deliberate- than Queen; he goes up the in
rline slowly, and pauses at the top Lc
look about at the crowd of people below,
often whinnying oe parently to attract
attention to himself. He makes tilt
more gracefel dive of the two, keephia
his fore foot stralehe while Queen be
hers doubled when in the air. As soon
as they come from the water they ere
enbbel dry, rov(red with blankets, and
Jet tc the stable %%Imre they c re careful-
ly ereo:ecd.
•
• Oecxermall; we f.nd some • e eh(
lthieks 1* Is er •••1 "make" . . .s vivo
irora -such a bit the L-art t ri
they do not eepear to dish:cc: It at all
and they certainly like to he in ter
water. rh..v.• teeth more foreinate are
• they than reany of their kind that hav(
to do the hatelret rort of aork from
morning until nieht, and . often
opon scanty or insufficient rite re-!
These horses have 'les best of rare, thf
tent of feed, eed ;.:..ezy of ex( else. ant
apinreelle are in ':•e best of heilth ard
'bunter. 'i bey have t,e,.::1eXIlii,ttod teen:
the Atleeee tu the 2e.cier cecau aid in
t.'3 C.
Levr'n Lee - r :feet.
The netomole:e ru.hed down the
'111^-fi--11'1! e. re • : subi i me. Over
the fence hung tilt N. olnan wuo werkt
bard and lone—her husband is at the
este and she has 1:1 little ones. (An un•
lucky number.) Sorter:tie upon (I
thirteenth caine tho auto, ineeeingesiew
•Ihim. and hummed on ur"-:nowing. The.
woman v, he werks here aid hag ruehei
•toreard ik I Lb hands, hands rinds rough
with toil, upraised. She paused and
'stood eiarticulate —a goddess, a giaraess.
Then she hurled forth these words of
derision, of despair: "Mon Dieu! And
I'd just washed him!"—Le Sport, Paris.
Of Course It Was.
A wedding ceremony bad come to a
close. The mother sniffed convulsively,
afid the bride dabbed her pretty eyes
with a handkerchief. OA of the brides-
maids was also affeeted to tears.
"Why do you weep?" asked a grooms-
man of the bridesmaid; "It's not your
wee:Id:7;e." The girl locked at him scorn-
tally. -That's the reason, you stupid!"
lind she sighed.—Tatler.
•
ste. etalleileseetilheasmilleremime• la.14.1W
HORSES THAT DIVE NATIONALITY ESTABLISHED.
"Him" Was No Dagro Because He Had
Some Uncles Who Weis
• Cope. PO
There migl t be room for argument
over the pro; J8111011 that the trade ot
profession unites the man; but in cer-
tain cases teere could be no doubt
about the rel.:Lion of calling and ex-
traction, saye; Youth's Companion.
A worker a nong the children of
New York's slims was endeavoring to
get together a slags of boys for the
singing teach( r M her settlement
Happening teion a little boy hanging
about a corner fruit stand, the settle-
ment worker accosted him, and ex-
plaining about the class, asked him 11
he would not like to join. The child
grinned and se' med willing.
Then the laclv espied another boy,
still smaller, wilom she had not no-
ticed at first. He, too, was hanging
about Ui• fruit stand, and evidently
belonged with the other.
"Oh, and your little faked there,'
she said, p1e582 tly, "woiddn't he like
to come and sir '-
The first chi ,bring spoke in-
disputably of It ey, although his speech
smacked of the Bowery. The smaller
boy's hair was also dark. When no
reply came to her question, the lady
went on talking, treeng to ingratiate
herself.
'Tour friend is Italian, too!'" she re-
marked, interrogatively.
At this the little Italian stared hard
M the lady, then broke into Anent
speech.
"Him," he exclaimed, pointing to the
smaller child, "him a dago?" Tiles
with • derisive laugh, "I guess nit,
W'y, him's got three uncles wort
cope!"
SHE OWNED A PIANO.
But Possenidon of It Did Not Weigh
Against Her Ctiances
for Relief.
A little girl at a recent Christmas
entertainment in one of the college set,
tlements talked grandly to visitors
about "our piano." Pieces played ow
the piano to amuse the children eve
dently brought the subject to hei
mind, relates the New York San.
One very practical women who con
tributes much to the supnort of the
settlement heard the child's remarks
"It seems to me," she mid, rather
censoriously to the head worker, "that
a child whose family owns a plans
isn't really suffering for need of help
There are plenty who are really is
need, and I don't thiak it right te
exclude them in favor of one who
owns a piano."
Seeking out the ch:ld. the bead
worker questioned her closely.
"Did you say you had a piano al
your house?" she asked
"Yes, Indeed," responded the child,
cheerfully.
"Is it yours or your mother's?"
"It's mine; Santa Claus brought It
to me last year "
Light begen to dawn on the settle
ment worker's brain.
"And how large is your piano—as
big as their pointing to the upright
In the room.
"Oh, ne, mine is a teenty weenty
bit of a 'toe, just about so high,"( and
the little girl leaned down and meas
ared a distance of 12 or 15 inches
from the floor.
It turned out to be a child's piano,
presented by the settlement itself a
year previously.
TOWN SAVED BY FOREST.
There Have Been Instances Wherein
Planting of Trees Has Done
the Work.
Baby forests are some of Una*
Sam's pets. Successful forest planting
has been done for some time in Nebraa
ha. and now a new nursery is being
planted In California near Santa Bar-
bara. Seeds of trees suited to the cli.
mate there will be grown and in abeut
two years the seedlings will be ready
to be transplanted to their permanen•
locations. The tipper water shed of
the Santa Ynez river now is quite bee-s
or sparsely covered with chaparral
This is the water shed which supplies
the town of Santa Barbera with water,
and it will be the first scene of attempt
at reforesting. Good forest growth 1),
essential both to preserve the water
and to avail the washing down of se;
If unchecked this would ruin the res-
ervoir. The enterprik,e is one phase e1
the national endeavor to Induce and to
conserve-the rainfall as well as to di=
tribute the resultieg water by tne ler!
Wien work. Italian trrleation hap
bean termed the most econcmical Iii
utlifeeng water supply, and the most
hiehly (1,e•elenel system of adminis-
trative control. India's system is said
to illustrate examples of irrigation on
the largest scale, aud America's yiella
the most rapid decvlopment.
Buffalo in New York.
New York city has in its zoological
garden a heel of 35 bisone, survivors
of the herds that once trampled the
plains. Fifteen have been offered to
the 'United States government as a
gift. The plan is to put them in the
Wichita-Forest reeerve. Bisons do not
thriveein a city p^rk, but the govern-
ment herds nearer to a wild Kate are
Increasing. The American telltale) may
be saved from extinction, after all.
ARTIFICIAL LIMBS.
SOME INTERESTING SECRETS
OF THE TB.ADIL
raker of These Valuable Adjuncts
to Locomotion Gives Some Par-
ticulars as to Their Man-
ufacture.
"Oh, yes, indeed, they come prod,
high," said the artificial leg maker. "It
is a beauty. though, isn't it. I venture to
say -there isn't another one in Philadel-
phia like it, on or off, and it's as light
as a feather, too."
With these words, says the Shoe Re-
tailer, the creator of artificial limbs
flourished a leg in the air. .He was fat
and smiling, and he spoke with an Indis-
tinguishable foreign accent, and every
once in awhile his face beamed with en-
thusiasm.
"They all come to Philadelphia for
them, too; he .sentlitued. "We've cus-
tomers from a/1 over Europe, Asia and
Africa. There are lots of leg maker.
in the city—at least they call themselves
such, but some of them are not leg mak-
ers at all; they're harness makers."
The august Philadelphia leg maker,
purveyer to kings, queens and govern-
ment officials, took a little time to show
the specimens around the room. They
were fat and thin, long and abort, grace-
ful and otherwise. Some of them were
huddled in corners, accumulating the
dust of ages; others hung aloft on racks,
so light and airy that they were wafted
to and fro in the breeze.
"You see," continued the leg maker,
"we know how to do things now. We've
got the secret all right First they chop
down the willow tree; then we cut out
the legs. It takes a leap of flexible
leather to pet the tendons in the right
place. See that spring in the ankles-?
That's made by the leather tendons.
If you saw one on • man yea could
pot tell the difference. Then the
Whole thing is covered over with fins
pink enamel Looks natural enough,
don't it?" At this juncture a rap came
at the door, and a big man, six feet
four, weighing nearly 300 pounds, en-
tered. He looked smilingly eomplais-
ant as he Waited a cigarette and shook
bands with the leg maker.
"Can you rush an order for me,
double quick?" he asked. "I've come
through a tough fight," he went on.
"You know I always travel with a
bunch of legs and coming up this way
from New Orleans the Pullman car
was burned and all four of my legs
were lost. I only saved the one I had
en, and now you've get to get to work
to make another set for me double
quick." With an of languor and
ease the big man stfrie to have himself
measured.
"Do you know who be Is" Ques-
tioned he of the lee trade, after the
ponderous man bad gone. 'Well, he
Is the eon of one of the richest women
in the United States. He lost his leg
through disease, and he always comes
to Philadelphie to have his sets made.
Plain, ordinary boxes do for most peo-
ple to cart their legs around in, but
he's got fine leather cases with his
name engraved upon them.
"Do many of them go in on such a
wholesale plan?" was queried of the
leg maker.
"heaps of them," he replied. lacon-
ically. "Borne of them can do any-
thing with 'em. There's one young
man In this city who belongs to a
glee club and they tell me he's the beet
dancer of Irish jigs in the town He
was a good dancer before he lost his
leg, and he's all right yet. No; we
nave no lady attendants. We ought
to have, though. What's the reason?
Ob. because there is not one woman
in Philadelphia that I can find who
knows the trade. Pity, too, becauee
there's money in it. A good leg maker
ought to make at least $25 per week.
"There are six or seven men In pub-
lic life, well known, who wear art,*
&eat limbs. None but their intimate
friends and families hnow it, however.
One young lady in Philadelphia who
led • number of dances last winter
has an artificial leg. It is easy to
waltz with one after you learn how to
use them.
"Oh, yes, artificial leg making is the
thing for me," concluded the leg mak-
er. "I started out as a fine ca.rpen*.er,
doing up banks and public buildings,
and one day I went Into a place in New
York to order an artificial limb for a
friend in distress. The maker was a
doctor, strange to say. He sized rue
up and I sized him up, and in a short
time I was under contract to work
for him. They can't steal our patents,
either, ger it's as hard to make an ar-
tificial limb without years of learning
as it would be for some tinhorn make?
to produce a Stradivarins."
In the Crowded Car.
"There's one thing I notice about Mr
Sulfiech when be rides," said the
horsey girl, "he bounces up and down
in his seat—"
"Huh!" interrepted the observant
girl, "whenever I see him riding he I
just bounces sown in his seat and
hides behind hia nowspaper."—Plithe
SelPhIS Frees,
GETTING BACK TO NATURE
Vranch Peasant Who Had His Own
Idea of France's Principal
Danger.
The French peasant who, sines the
days of the revolution, has turned all
France into a kind of walled garden,
is still closely In touch with nature,
and in spite of agitators and politi-
cians, his presence in the suffrage, to
which he brings the sense and cunning
of the fields, makes for national
health. In proof of this, says Youth's
Companion, is a little scene reproduced
by one of the authors of "Sketches ea,
the Old Road Thmegh France te
Mormon."
Between Argentan and Alencon the
writer fell to conversing with a peas-
ant who. with Immense patiettee, wen
engaged In stirring the earth with
vigor into harvests. He also professed
himself interested in politics and °co-
somIca, and willingly talked on these
subjects.
There Is oily see thing," the peas-
ant said, at laid, "that ?ranee ham
to fear."
"You mean," said the writer, "this
religious question—the dispute with
church and pope?"
"No, I don't mean that."
"Do you think there's any fear of
another Gorman war"
"I don't knew. I wasn't thinking
if that"
"I suppose you are not afraid of so
Menem?"
"Not at all."
"Well, then, what is the or'y thing
Praacie has to fear?"
"Hail," said the peasant, and went
en diffenff.
The Emir's Capital.
It is reported that the emir of Af-
ghameten conterneletes the rernev - 1 of
his capital to a more northern site.
Owing to the energetic way in which
the present emir and his immediate
predecessor have been manufacturing
guns and machinery the country
around Kabul has been denuded to such
an extent that fuel is now unobtain-
able. So great are the straits to which
the emir Is reduced by the want of
wood that it is Imperative that a new
site should be obtained, and this will
probably be found in the wooded slopes
of the mountains farther north.
Some Other Reseal.
"Well, Jones, did you. get the ap
pointment?"
"No, sir; they appointed some Wm,
rascal in my place."—Tit-Bits.
A SPANIARD'S INVENTION.
Ingenious Apparatus for the Control
of Distant Electric
Power.
A Definition.
"Pa, what is experience?"
'Experienee, ray son, is the com-
pound extract reattit of buttiag
Ia."—Town Toples. '
Telekine is the inventton of Dos
Bernardo Torres Quevedo. • distin-
guished Spanish engineer, who has
been experimenting successfully wttb
en apparatus for the control of die
tant electric power by means of wire
less telegraphy. He intends to an'
ply his invention to vessels and made
his public trials with them. The
transmitting station was a wireless
telegraphic apparatus. The boat car-
ried a battery of accumulators, a mo
tor for driving the propeller, another
for the rudder, and two servo motors
for operating the mechanism of the
ether motors. The servo motors were
connected directly with the telekino,
wherewith they formed a single an'
meatus. Hertz wevea were received
by the telekino; this controls the servo
motors, which sent currents either to
control the rudder motor or the pro
°eller reotor so as to govern both the
eteering and the propulsion of the
boat. Taking up his position at the
transmitting station, Senor Quevedo
began manipulating the transmitter,
whereupon the boat, containing nu-
merous press representatives, as If by
magic, slowly moved forward, gradu-
ally attaining a high speed, turning,
twisting, tacking. advancing, or re
eeding just as if it were being guided
by an expert steersman. The boat el-
wilted all manner of maneuvers with-
out a hitch under the sole guidance of
the inventor on shore.
VETERAN POSTMASTERS.
Two Who Have Served Uncle Sam
is That Capacity for Very
Long Periods.
— -
Another of the many Muteness
where faithful 'orrice has proved a
barrier against interference for politi-
cal reasons with the service of a
ilassachumetta postmaster is that of
Jobs S. ray, of Marlboro. who has
been in charge of that oaks since
April ZS, 1265, when he was appointed
by President Johnson at a salary of
$1,100. Ke had bees successively re
appointed, twice by Great, ones by
Hayes, Arthur, Harrison and McKin-
ley, and came under Mr. Cleveland's
special care in each of his two terms.
Mr. ray has over two years yet to
serve under the reappointment gives
by President Roosevelt February 211,
1503, when the salary was advanced te
12,500 per year.
Milo T. Winchester is believed 'ci
hold the long-service record as post-
master. He is still performing his .du-
ties in charge of the office at South
Amenia, Duchess county, New York
under the commission first given him
July 10, 1819 The record was held fat
many years by Roswell Beardsley at
, the North Lansing (N. Y.) office. lie
was appointed June 28. 1828, and
served until his death, November 4
1901, at the age of 93.
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1,4quor and Insurance.
At the annual reeeting of the lib
and Gene', al Insurance arm
piny held in Birmingha:n recently the
chairman announced that the mortali-
ty rate, favorable to the company, os
the live( insured had amain been main-
tained and that In the 21 years of tits
company's existence the mortality had
not yet exceeded 50 per cent. oil what
might have been expected from the
ordinary standard table of the Instl•
tute of Actuaries, which represented
an enormous saving of interest en cap
ital that otherwise would have bees
paid in claims. He attributed the est.
Isfactory mortifilty recent largely to
the members abstaining from Via me
of alcoholic liquor.
Electricity in liberie.
Almost alt the towns is Siberia are
having are lights for street nee sat
Incandescent lights for houses, asd
the larger proportion of the people is
Siberia have never seen gal, which
y ; . .rd %a:121-A of past
eV.
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ACCIDENTS AT FIRES.
REPLOSIONS °ma* DO TES
WORST DAMAGE.
A Very Interesting List of Disas-
ters Which Contains Some That
Are of Unique Descrip-
tion.
Ai accident, which of its kind is
probably unique, occurred in April.
• 1901, during a fire at Portland. Me.
A railway accident led to the ignition
of a huge tank containing 6,000 gal-lons of crude petroleum, says the 1,,.
trolt Free Press.
Fearing that it would explode and
scatter fre a wide arear the navel
authorities brought up a one
-poundergun and bombarded the tank in order
to let the oil run out.
The first shot fired missed the tank
and killed an unfortunate spectator.
Subsequent ones, however, effected
their purpose, and ridding the tank.
allowed the blazing oil to escape.
For a fire engine to cause a fireDOOMS the very height of irony. YetDuch a case actually occurred notlong ago near Worcester. The en-gine in question belonged to an in-
surance company and was in process
of being converted into a motor for
self
-propulsion.
The day before the work was fin-ished there was a call from Kempsey
'Stage where • farm was on firs,
and the engine, in spite of its incom-plete condition, started.
No spark protector having beenfixed sparks escaped, and these set
Ire to a load of straw which was
passed on the road. Next two ricks
'became involved, and, finally, the
water
-tube of the motor bruit and the
unlucky engine came to a complete
standstill barely 200 yards from the
scene of the original fire!
Another story of a strange chapter
• of fire accidents comes from Cavan*.
caw, in Armagh. A dog, running into
• tarns sitting room, barked at • cat,
and puss, terrified, spruag on a table,
upsetting a lighted lamp.
The burning oil saturated the poor
beast's fur and, maddened by pain,
she dashed around the room, which
was already in a blase, sprang through
the window and rushed into the stack-
yard.
Rick after rick was fired by this
living torch until the whole place
was alight and very serious damage
was done. The farmer's son, too, was
badly burned in his efforts to extin-
guish the flames.
A London gas works was once the
scene of a curious fatal fire accident.
• boiler full of molten tar gave way
and, its contents catching fire from
the furnace, spread in a tide of flame
s down the sloping door of the sulphate
• room.
One of the workmen, caught be-
tween the flames and the wall, seised
a ladder and, taisIng It to the win-
dow, sprang up it. Unhappily, the
window had iron bars and before
these could be removed the ladder
burnt through and the poor man fell
back Into the furnace below.
Every one will rereeruber the great
Baltimore fire, the most terrible core
flaeration of le04. After this was ex-
tinguished there WAS naturally great
anxiety among the proprietors of the
burned buildings to know how the
contents of ther fireproof safes had
fared.
Most extraordinary were the fin Is.
In one jeweiry had been melted. while
a box of matches was intact, and a
• sill: handkerchief was not erce din-
* Colored.
One of the most disastrous fires
of late years was that which followed
a chemical explosion at Grteshelm. inGermany. The explosion took place In
the Grlesheim Electron factory, and
almost simultaneously the whole
building was in flames.
Fire engines came galloping up, but
as they approached the men were
seen to fal frees their seats. Spec-
tators running after them drepped as
If shot. and, mean abet!, the elaze.
Creased. Involc log freeh atm
*sea crossing the Aiur hate the vil-
lage of Schwanhcint. Witat had hap.
Oeued was this:
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' ferect ci a.c,iIs maler Unease heat
led the air with a gen of so
a. Misty poisonous a aeturo that tholes
'Who tame within its deadly influence
mere suffocated at once. Fifty-me
-*lead and three times that nihnber in-jured was the result of that terrible
Sir*.
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Japan's Obligations.
The western powers are not models
of scrupulous Justice toward each oth-
er and toward weaker nations, but
Such an offense as Japan would COI*
Mit in supporting, or even permitting,
If she could preveta, the driving ofthe occidentals from China would cep
thinly be looked on as unpardonableFor one thing, at the very start, says
the New York Times, it would snap
the alliance with Great Britain. Thes British goveratnent would be forcedto regard such an offense not merely
as a failure In friendliness but as an,
act of .flagrantly hostile import. Andher grievance, though greater in de-gree, would be of precisely the samebind as that of Germany, France, the
United States and Russia.
Training the Boy.
64,;4 you punfehing your boy to-gay. What was it all about?"
"I caught him in a lie."
4 "Oh, well, you can't expect a boy 10k*,11 the truth all the time."
4,4 •I Iraow, but when he doesn't tell
IS A GRAND OLD RULER.
Raiser Franz Josef, Emperor of Anita
tria and King of Hun-
gary.
Quite apart from the foolish praiselavished upon monarchs for their
slightest acts, says Pearson's Maga-
zine, Kaiser Franz Josef, emperor sat
Austria and king of Hungary, ruler ot
a dosen states and 20 peoples speaking
as many languages, is one of the most
remarkable figures in the civilized
world to
-day, by reason of his great
age, his severe and simple life, the
tragedies of his family, ande•above
all, the wonderful way he holds to-
gether the werring faetions within his
empire.
Ns other prince of the Hapsburg
house ever enjoyed such universal re-
spect and reverence, and whoever has
ooeasion to approach this "Grand Old
Man" among the monarchs of the
world is filled with enthusiasm for his
charm of manner, his democratic ap-
eroechableness, his amazing frank-
tease and his sterling sense of justice.
This aged man, now nearly 75, works
ten hours a day and more at state and
military affairs, often contenting him-
self with a "quick lunch" brought to
, kite at the desk in his study. Frans
Josef to-day remains the same early
riser he was in the days of his youth,
and summer and winter rises from his
little iron bedstead at the early hour
of half-past four. His tollet-2/bath-
ing, shaving and dressing—never
takes him longer than half an hour;
and as the emperor does not care for
civilian dress, he usually dons the
uniform of a colonel of one of his own
regiments. On his frequent shooting
expeditions, however, he wears the
coarse dress of Alpine Austria; and in
his study he appears in a short mili-
tary cloak, with a peaklesa soldier's
cap.
Keen' act of this remarkable old
man's life is conducted with military
precision. On the very stroke of five
his breakfast—a cup of coffee, some
cold :neat, and rolls—is brought him;
before six be is in hi. study.
• camial glance might lead or.e te
think this was a cozy sitting-room,
with its dainty pictures, framed photo
graphs and charming furniture; but
the big writing table in the window,
the bookshelves aad the litter of
newspaper cuttings on tables, chain
and floor reveal the rower's tare pule
pose
Just above the emperor's writIne
table hangs n portrait of his late eon
sort, Empress Elizabeth, who wiu
stabbed to the heart with a die by
maniac anarchist in Geneva a few
years ago Alas! this Is but one of the
many dark tragedies that have over-
shadowed the unfortunate house ol
Hapsburg. In this study the emperor
works uninterruptedly until noon.
Bulky packets of papers and minis-
terial reports are read to him: and so
ettrefully does he go through this work
!het he frequently pourees upon con
tradletions between clauses, which
have entirely escaped those who have
drafted the bill.
HEAPING INSULT ON INJURY
Neighborly Borrowing Has Its
Drawbacks as Is Hereby
Shown.
The Blanks, who lived on the thire
:Mom had quarreled with the Dashes
'rho lived on the second. The un
fortunate arair had apparently mated
with the return of numerous household
articles which the thrifty Mrs. Dash
had borrowed from the easy-
going We. Blank. The list. hoccever
did not include a French drip coffee
pot and a silk umbrella. and Mrs. Blank
voeted she would not lower herself to
ask even for her own property, relate/
the New York World.
Blank, being a man's man, kept out of
the quarrel. but Dash being more or less
henpecked, was drawn into it by hie
wile.
'the other night Blank came home to
And his wife In tears.
'Wh-what do you think, James?
Teat horrid Mr. Dash c-cut me dead
.sr day."
'Oh, well, what do you care? He
isn't worth noticing."
''It wasn't the cut, but the way he did
it," sobbed his wife. "You see their
window opens on the air-shaft and you
can hear every word they say when
you are going downstairs. I heard Mr.
Dash say to his wife: 'Minnie, whose
umbrella is this?' I could not catch
her answer, but he added: 'Oh, well,
I'll take it anyhow. Mine's at the Mice.'
"I had to stop and speak to the janitor
so Mr. Dash and I came face to face on
the front steps, and he cut me—with my
owe daughter's umbrella over his head.
Honest—his nerve—"
And her woes were expressed in a
fresh outburst of sobs.
Town for Lawyer's Pee.
An old comrade of Private Daleell's
in Washington county, 0., sent for him
to try a case in 1870. The case was tried
In a country sct=ase. The sett was
of such a sort ad* 'ref judgment
would have put thedefendant and his
wife and seven little children on the
road homeless and penniless. Dalzellhappened to win the case. When thejustice of the peace announced the de-
cision the crowd rose and cheered, and
one bold fellow pi-ceased they wouldbuild a town on the eptit and call isDslrell. end If tem been done—one of
.be handsomest lietle vIHagcgjija
Bespoken.
"No, thank you," said Miss DeMare, "I don't care to meet any newyoung men."
"My!" exclaimed Miss Gaddle:
"you're select all of a sudden"
"No." ,replied Miss De blurs, gime-the truth I want hens to be bright big dreamily at her new ring; "I'veenough sot to be caught at It."-:-Cath- merely been selected all of • sudden."Ole Standard and Thum !P.-Seaver Thais.
FEMININE WOMAN
"I notice," observed the square-
lasted, pug-nosed man, who didn't look
as if he'd know the difference between
the higher and nobler and • load of
steam coal—"I notice that the back
advertising ends of some etf See masa-
sines publish a teetimoalial as to the
merits of a certain broad of unscent-
ed toilet soap, written by one of the
short
-haired ladies who has been do-
ing her little bit during the past half
century or so toward obtaining the
franchise for women..
"The picture of the woman who
likes the unscented soap is run with
tbe ad, and her testimonial is surely
s. heap fulsome and gushy for a pure-
ly voluntary contribution.
"In the course of her remarks in
ebe testimonial she says this: '1 ab-
bor a perfumed woman:
"I'm going to take, with your kind
Permission, a short-arm biff at that
remark of hers about the perfumed
woman.
"I'm a regular bug over a well-per-
fumed woman.
"To me a perfumed woman is the
real thing in femininity.
"Tao daintily perfumed woman, who,
when she swishes past you, has some-
thing about her that makes you vague-
ly recall the old honeysuckle-covered
porch that you knew a quarter of a
eentury ago—she's the one foe mew.
She carries with her the suggestion of
esphodelian meadows and starlit delis,
the cool aroma of cornfields at dusk.
"She swirls by you and leaves in
your heart a little chiming back to the
wild roses that you picked on your
way to the old trick where you went
La swimmia'.
"When the daintily perfumed wo-
man frou-frous in or out of your °nice
you sort o' film back to those old
mornings of your kidhood when the
just-awakened dawn smelt so sweet
after you'd turned out early to chop
the kindling wood for the kitchen fire.
"She's feminine, the well-perfume.:
cornea; that's all.
"I want"em feminine all the was
through for mine.
"Like 'ern to wear unsanitary clothes
ead things. I never gave two looks at
a woman wearing these so-called nom-
mon-sense clothes and shoes and mica
gear, and I never met any other maa
that did. I want 'em to wear jest as
high heels as ever they blame please
to wear, and the tighter and straighter.
front their corsets, why, the better it
salts me. The stayiess woman koks
Like a combination of an Ellie Island
Immigrant and a fat lady out of a
Ruben. picture to me, and the woman
with flat-heeled shoes of tha so-Called
aommonorenee kind looks to me as if
she ought to be a policeman, or carry-
ing the hod, or something like that.
"Me for the womanny woman.
"Gimme a lyre, or a harp, or • fu-
gelhorne or a kazoo, or any old thing,
that may sing the glories and the
praises of the purely feminine woman!
"she was here in the world's eariv
dawn, and she's going to be right here
alongside of us, I hope, when we're
taring $1.39 round-trip excursions te
Mars!
"I never could see the woman wise
wears men's hob-nallefshees, and sus.
pendent, and such like, and who leers
&seated soaps and perfumes and things
of that kind because she considers 'em
'oo womanish.
"All of the adoreblenees of women
canasta in their femininity.
"It's because every once in a while
she gets her household work done
(arty se she can 'go upstairs and have
a g -od cry;' it's because she macerates
at Intl pulp with her 'tccaueee It's he
cause she admits our premises and de
tiles our (a:ice-lens; it's becauea shs'e
pucker her lips for baby talk when sli-
mes an inrant a Nock away; It's be-
eause she loves mars. and lacey
ced tv.-o dollars-a-pound candy; it's be-
aelse rho gives us the reproachful e'.'
only when we ought to be sewed ap iii
a blanket and clubbed in the verge 01
the other world; its beccuse
mid delve and scraee and scrap for he:
nitsband ard her tittle ones until im
stalactites hang from the roof of Tar
:arm; it's bemuse she dabs at her eye!
;rah a little wad of a handkerchief ur
til her nose is red a hen she sees he
man mellaring—it's just Kmaese alma
forninine, pal, and a hull, big heap la-,
ter from every point of view then e,
are just because she is feminine. that
the has es on the dead lope, and plum
:oro over her, ever since the days s!
the shepherd king of Egypt!
they went to perfione themeolvel.
let aen. I, for one, like 'em perfumed
Let 'em do any of the old feminine
things that limy want to do. They're
oretty nigh always right, taking am et,
masse, and they don't make half us
many mistakes as ae men do.
"Give me a lute. that I may chant of
the physical, mental, moral and spirit.
cal loveliness of the perfumed, who is
•ho typically feminine woman! Here's
leopin' that she'll be with us till the
end of the world, and afterwards
that's me!"—Washington Star.
Large Group of Bari Spots.
The odloiala at the naval observe.
tory annou'nce that a large group of
polar spots was observed with the
photohelloeraph at that institution
The group has advanced about two
days upon the disc of the sun visible
In this vIcini'y and is located In south
latitude. The group can be seen by
'he naked eat). eme. with a telescope it
* mass of small spots,
dewily grouped together. This is the
largest 'sun spot visible since last
(erring.
Feared the Worst.
The Parson—Why are you down-
east' Does not the future look haat
▪ yod?
The Dying Maar—Yip, B1aziaS1.—
Clitelas, Leader. 
_ 
— •
WORK OF GLACIER,.
KT. TACOMA ICE FIELDs MADE
TO FURNISH LIGHT.
Have Become the Source of Electrical
Power That Is Furnished to
Cities a Hundred Miles
Away.
Among the great mountain peal:s on
the Pacific coast, that of Tacoma is
perhaps test known, owing not only to
Its size, but to the immense ice-cap
upon its summit, formed by the num-
ber of glaciers which exist there.
It is not only a great mountain, says
the Technical 'World, out a beautiful
mountain, since the ice formation
glittering in the sunlit makes it vis-
ible for a distance ranging from CO
to 80 miles on a clear day, se that it
can be eistinctly seen in the cities ci
Seattle anti Tacoma.
While the peak is sometimes termed
Mt. Rainier, Tacoma, the title which
the Indians gave it, is a far more ap-
propriate name for this peak, sinee
"Tacoma" in a sense means nourish
meat. The fields of ice and snow ex-
tending for miles upon its slopes form
the source of several important rivers,
which not only nourish a wide area of
farming country, but have recently
formed it most important source of
power for the cities named, as well as
for smaller towns in this sectian of
Washington. In fact, from the glacial
streams of Tacoma is already generat-
ed a very large quantity of electric
power, which is being utilized not oniy
for power but for heating and lighting
as well. To give an idea of the diversi-
ty of uses for the current, it may be
stated that it operates the electric
railway systems in the cities of Seattle
and Tacoma, aggregatingg 168 miles of
trolley line, in addition to cable rail-
ways situated in the hilly portions of
theee cities. Besides this service, how-
ever, current es furnished for one of
the most notable interurban electric
railways in the United States, that ex-
tending between Seattle and Tacoma,
where power is secured from the third
rail in connection with the multiple-
unit system. This line is employed
not only for passenger service but foe
transporting freight and express ma-
terial, and ranks among the most com-
pletely equipped electric eystems in
the world. The horse power required
for a number of the lamest industries
in the city of Tacoma, inchiding the
shoes of the Northern Pacific railway
and the water works pumping plant, is
also obtained from this source; while
illumination for streets and buildings,
in loth Seattle and Tacoma, depends
mem it to a considerabibe extent. The
demand for power is increasing so
rapidly that within a few years Mount
Tacoma will be supplying fully 50,006-
home power to the cities mentioned.
While, as already stated, the glaciers
and snow fields of Mount Tacoma are
the source of several important rivers
traversing the western portion of
Washington, the stream which gene-
rates the electric current at present is
the Puyallup, which originates in two
of the principal glaciers. Owing to the
distance of the stream from its source
to the generating station, a head of
water is secured which is enormous,
considering the volume of water util-
ized. Consequently the installation Of
machinery ler generating current, and
the system for distributing it, present
unusually eteresting features. The
plan adopted was to divert the -river
from its natural bed, carrying the wa-
ter by means of • flume ten miles to a
reservoir located on a high plateau,4and thence discharging by means of
steel pipes against wheels in the power
house, under a head of 872 feet, the
water wheels so driven being direct-
connected to electric generators, and
the electric power so produced being
transmitted at a pressure of 65.000
volts, 48 miles to Seattle and 3e miles
to Tacoma.
All water rights, and the neeessary
land abutting on the river, from the
(Epoint of version to-point of return,
were secured, as well as all land neces-
sary for flume and other structures,
and actual work of development was
commenced March 1, 1003.
Title of Prime Minister.
The title of prime minister was sm•
known till the beginning of the eigh-
teeeth century, and the gentlemen who
first filled the position and were so
called objected to the title, which was
regarded as a sinister importation
from France, and as conveying the
meaning of grand vizier, something
despotic and unconstitutional. William
III. had nobody in his council who
could be said to correspond to our
prime minister, nor had Queen Anne.
Dean Swift was the grst writer to use
the term, which he applied to Harley,
who, however, had no power to appoint
his own colleagues. The true forerun-
ner of the modern race's:if Balfeurs and
C. B's was Walpole..
v
What, Indeed?
Manager—Your play is too tame.
The last art ought to end with a snap.
%Playwright—Doesn't the hem marry
the heiress? Say, what do you 'call a
snap, a ne he --Cleveland PlaYs
Dealer.
CZAR MADE A COCKTAIL
New York
Trick
Doctor Taught Him the
and He Was an Apt
Pupil.
"The present czar of RUSITTO learned
the art of making an American cock-
tail from an American physician," said
a man in an uptown saloon where he
was sipping the old-fashioned tipple.
"I havi that from the physical:I Efm-
self," Mates the New, York Sun.
"Not only that, but I sipped a cock-
tail made from the sante formula, out
Of a handsomely cerved cup which bore
an inscription from the dondr, who at
the time was czarevitc, and which
had contained the stirrup cup drunk
at the last meeting between the Rus-
sian heir apparent and the American
doctor.
"The doctor was a few years ago
practicing in a city in western New
York. He was once an attache of the
Russian court and had some appoint-
ment, I have forgotten what, later on.
"One evening, when he had been
called to see the czarceitch, the talk
ran to American drieas. The new
doctor carried his own stock of Amer-
ican liquors. He spoke of the Ameri-
can cocktail which at that time, was
the most called for mieed drink at the
bar.
"The czarevitch was amused at the
name. He thought It v:as a joke. The
Yankee doctor assured him it was not
"The cearevitch said he would like
to try the drink. The doctor brought
PURYEAR,
Atturney-at-Law
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Buildinee
sae 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, 4x,.s Ky.Nrov ,r.o
SPECIALTIES:
Abstracting of Titles,
Insurance, Corporation and
Real Ease Law.
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
LAWYER.
Will practice 'ma all *mats of Kew
tuclay.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Re
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS.
Rooms TO, ii and 12, Columbia Rtes.
PADUCAH, F.Y.
ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
Attorney at Lew
Room No. 5,
Columbia Bldg.
In- his ingredients and prepared a OLIVER,
cocktail in the presence of the czara
vitch, who was intensely interested.
When he had tasted it he went into ee
stades and called for more.
"After he had sampled several cock-
tails be prepared to make the mixture
himself, and learned with much more
ease than than he has learned 801216
other things since.
"When the American doctor was
leaving St. Petersburg the czarevItch
bad ascended the throne. The physi
clan asked leave to pay his respects
and was accorded an audience.
-The emperor reminded him that hi
was an expert in mixing the Amera
can tipple, and thereupon they re
Paired to a private room where the
czar of all the Russias produced some
American whisky and the ingredients
to work out a cocktail. The mat
mixed drinks for the two like a regular
barkeep and enjoyed it.
"The czar assured the doctor that 11
was the greatest bracer he ever took.
But then, you know, royalty lays on
Its prate-a and compliments with s
troweL However, the doctor was
probably the only American who eve;
had the ruler of Russia mix and give
him a cooktail."
RAP iD GROWTH OF ANTLERS
Those of Wapiti Become Wonderful
Structure in Four Months'
Time.
About the end of the winter—that is
In mid-March—the antlers of the yea]
before break off flush with thee- eerie
an inch or more above the skull; usu
ally they are found close together
showing that they fell nearly at the
same time, wr'les Erneet Thompson
Beton, la Scribner!' Magazine.
At first, the place of each antler Is
a broad, raw moot In a few days it
shown a thick minded pad of blood
gorged skin. This swells rapidly and
In a fortnight the great bulbous fuzzy
barn beginning has shot up to a height
of several inches. At exactly the right
Lime, place and In ore the right (Urea
(ion a bump Comes forth to be the
foundation of the brow tine.
In a few more days the bez tine is
projected by the invisible aeceitect
In a month the ettucture is nearly a
fent and all enveloped in s
turgid mass of feverish, tbrobbine
blood vessels—the acaffokEng 6 nd-
workmen of this surprising structure
Night and day the work Is plioitA with
astounding speed, and in four .months
this skyscraper is finished—a wonder
ful structure, attired, for a
nature's farces have team', a myriad
of inveaale worem(n Lace done uteit
part and an edifice that according to
well:eery rules should have taken a
lifetime is here rushed through in
summer and all in absolute silence.
August sees the building done, but it
is still cluttered with scaffolding. The
stmplies of blood at the bk.* are ro
duced and tidally disceatineed. The
antler is no longer in vital teeth with
the animal; it begins to die. The son
sitIveness leaves ea h part, the vel.
vet covering s0011 dries, 'tracks anti
peels, and the stag retsina the process
of delving el the Ain by scraping his
horns en the brushwood. Septa:Tibet
sees him fully armed in his spears et
deed bone, strong In body, glorying ea
his vrespesis and his strensetk, and
ready to battle with all comers.
One of the New Year Failures,
Ardley Reap—We might as well dis-
solve partnership and go out of busy-
ness. For the last year we have had
to Irre on faith and mustard, and I'm
Selon Bod4ey--80 am I. The trouble Dr. *B. T, 1-1
tired of It.
is that you've berm furnishing the OW a with Dr. Rivers & Rivers, newnote all I've
 had tie rantribute the
mue area —Chilejeso rre. . 11.. t Lay, LP* Phone 'qr. 
Paducah.
Kentucky.
OLIVER & M'GREG
LAWYERS
OFFICES: Benton, Ky.. rear banls
Marshall County; Paducah. Kr-
Room a14 Fraternity Building.
New 'Phone 514 Old 'Phone 44,
J. K. HENDRICK, J. G. MILLER.
WY. MARBLE.
Hendrick, Mille;
ab Marble
LAWYER&
Practice in all the courts of this
state. Both phones 31.
Rooms a 2 and 3 Regieter
ing, 523 1-2 Broadway.
11.1. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES:
Residence 296 Office ass
DR. R. E. HEARNE
DROOICHILL BUILDING.
TELEPHONE NO. 444.
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
120 NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 355
Office hours 8to to a, I to
p. m. and 7 to 9 p. m.
Or. Childress
BYE, EAR, NOSE AND
THROAT
Office and Residence, Poorni 3 and 4,
Colombia Building
Phone toer--Red
Dr. Sidney &intik
DENTIST.
Office over Globe Bat* and True*
Co., 306 Broadway.
C. MANNING SEARS, M. IL
Office 1707 Meyers St.
TelephoRe 377.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
(Homeopathist.) 4
•
Office 306 Broadway—Phone 120
Residence, 819 Broadway. I
Nolte Lee.
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0. D. Schmidt,
Architect and Superintendent.
4ot Fraternity Building.
Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
Pictures, Diplomas, Certificates,
Water and 01 Colors,
Mottos anti Ce.:eders
Framed right up to date in Bee min.
ntes time at the
_PADUCAH MUSIC STORE
Broadway
feb. Roth Phones eaa.
LANGSTAFF-ORMHMANyFikCTURING COMPANY
Flooring, Ceiling,
Siding
Finish
Lath
Yellow
Pine
J Gum M Ash B
Poplar Beech
Maple Oak
Walnut Elm
GUM, BEECH 41411) OAK FLOORPIG,IEND MATCHED FINISH, BORED, KILN DRIED, HOLLOW BACKED AND POLISHED.
Both Phones 26. We Are Making Very Low Prices on House Bills.
TWIN BRAND-
R Sash, Doors,Blinds,InteriorFinish
--OUR OWN MAKE
438 South Second
You Can Have Two
Vacations instead .1. +
of One if you take
a KODAK
4- +
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.. hum andMrs. John
Verne of Pad: . , are v:siting the
iamily of J. R. .al.ieg!iter at Mayfield.
Islass Ruby Crucci.field, of Mayfield,
is visiting in the city.
Millard Sale, of .South Third street,
is reported quite ill.To exhibit to your friends the
Mr. James Latham and famiiy, of
-pictures of the pleasant people you Mayfield. have moved to Paduch
where they will make thdir future
.have met and the beaittlful Places homes.
.,you have visited while oh your vaA lid Abell, of Ilenderson, Ky., was
. in Paducah yesterday on business.
«cation. We have them in stock frost" . John W. Alvoid, of Chicago, is in
1...ro Abe city on business.Lifil i.oe to $35.00. t
—...._ ......,i J. E. Kelley and wife, of Mayfield,
arc visiting in the city.
M. Carney, of Shawneetown. III„
sptot Sunday in Paducah,
Joe Lotig ,of, ideti?n, Ill.. was a
guest of friendi.44 -1, day.
R. S. Vosrest,1/46I'Paire, Tenn., is in
the city.
F. H. Wheeler;.-ttf•-ttickman. was a
BROADWAY guest at the New Richmond Sunday.
J. C. Platchiggf _Mayfield, spent
Sunday in the lityi t7
Miss Hattie Davis. of Smithland.
+ is visiting friends in the city.
a. John Jasu5bilif yulton, is in the
+ city oa business:" .
Rey. W. E. Cave left this morning
10: Virginia on a visit.
'MT. and Mrs. Harry Clements have
returned from Dixon's Springs.
Mn. J. H. Thompson has returned
from a visit t her sister at Prnceton.
Ky.
Miss Julia Scott returned home
Sunday froin a visit to friends in
Jackson, Tenn.
Miss Edna des has returnedo
home from 4 
r
 
insville. where she
has been vis•ting.
Miss Adah Hart Miller, of Chicago,
the charming guest for several
weeks of Miss Olga List, of South
fifth street, leaves today for home.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Meudonsa, of
Cotton HIT Ill., returned home at
noon yesterday after a visit of sev-
eral days to their aunt. Mrs. Henry
Cairn, on south Sixth street.
Mr. C. J. Abbott, who is soon to
resume his old place as route agent
out of Paducah for the American ex-
press company, is in the city. He has
not yet finished his vacation season.
M. Clint Wilcox. who is now
making Mt. Vernon, Ind., his head-
quarters though traveling out of
Evansville. Is in the city, to join his
wife ill visiting relatives here.
Mrs. Thomas Corbett and daugh-
ter, Miss Ruby. have gone to Barlow
on a visit.
E. G. Farris., of Cairo, is in the
city.
George Jewett. of Mayfield, was in
Paducah Monday.
N. 0. Gray, of Kuttawa, spent
'Milanday in the city on business.
Mrs. George 0. Ingram- and chil-
s:ren have returned home from a visit
to frisnds at Waterloo, Ala.
Miss Zula Cobh has gone to New
Voile on business.
Jim R. Lowes. of Lowes, was in the
city last Sunday.
McPherson
Drug Store.
FOURTH AND
. lis-ri
4 X t
+ + • + + + + + + + + +
LOCAL NS IN BMW'
—The friends of -Mr. J. H. High-
town and family, who reside at goo
JIlronson avenue, vill tender him a
benefit ice cream festival tomorrow
Ofi(cdn_caday) evening at the High-
tow Zilhe:• The condition of thz
family, owing to others, entities them
to the consideration of their friends
ind liberal patronage from the pubic.
—The wife of Mr. Claude Stanley
'of Cairo. who formerly resided in Pa-
ducah, ithc mother of a little daugh-
ter
-,--Aunday and yesterdery were both
seorkatiers. The sun shone with a
-warmth 41set.made its heat almost un-
bearable. Some' stock suffered. bot
*Isere were so prostration* reported.
—There is talk of organizifIT anoth-
er military company here...--„assinisimav
'of state guards. The idea is being
foostered by W. M. Fitspatrick, who
ha: had some soldier experience, and0
be •is talking the matter ever with
# some of the young men. It is also
how d to form a Milli, bead here
—The striking I. C. R. R. ,black-
smiths won their point of :contkation
and yesterday reterned to work.
--Camp 'No. ii,313," Modern Wood-
smen, at a regular,Wietinglast night
initiated! a class of eleven candidates
Foot Cut Of.
•1.r•
Sunday Asping pa accident (hap-
-pened at 1.1tAii Cypress in which
-A101170 Baroi, colmeds a section hand
on the Illinois Central Railroad. lost
his left fent
When a freight train stopped at a
lanli near Riffle Cypresc Baron
jumped on a car to ride up where his
wing. was at work and his foot slipped
and passed under a wheel and was
-cut off.
Dr. F. R. Goodloe. of Little Cy-
press, dressed the injuries and then
accompanied him to the Illinois Cen-
tral Hospital in this city.
after..
The Itt.Trirter. 10 tents per week.
Greater New York
Toilet Paper
T'ne 'sest quality and the biggest
value offered in Paducah.
Telephone 5175 and let us send you
a slimily. Three rolls for asc and each
'roll as big as your head.
..We are sole agents for• the
"GREATER SEW YORK" brand
1. W. W iLKER CO.,
Incorporated.
DRUGGISTS.
Fifth and Broadway.
Night Bell at Si,
son
NOTICE.
Paducah, Ky., Aug. iff. iqa6.
'To the Public:
our teller, Ntr. Phil Abbott is ab-
sent on a vacation.
At he did not return at the ap-
pointed time, we made a thorough
examination of the bank and found
him, Abbott, short $1260.
We immediately notified the Fidel-
ity & Deposit Co., of Baltimore, with
which company he was bonded as
teller for $20,00o. The company sent
an agent here last week who ad-
justed and sett'ed the matter and re-
quested us to withhold the :nforma-
tion from the public until he could
hcate Mr. Abbott.
These are the plain facts to which
our patrons and the public are en-
fitted. The Bank is in on way
affected financially.
Respectfully,-
GEO. C. THOMPSON. Pres
ED. L. AT.KINS, Cashier.
Resting Well.
George Williamson, colored, who
was shot in the right leg last Satur-
day night while in a fight with Joe
King, also colored, in the southwest-
ern part of the city, is resting very
well at Riverside Hospital, where the
finish was amputated that night-
King is still at large, not having
been located the officers at yet.
gether.
+ +
There were five steamers at the
wharf at the same time yesterday
morning.
The Buttorff left at noon yesterday
for Calrksville.
The Joe Fowler left at ii o'clock
for Evansville, Ind., Monday.
The Royal left Mionday at 2 o'clo.:1;
for Golcondia, Ill.
The Russell Lord arrived Mionday
morning from the Mississippi river
anad has gone up tbe Tennessee river
after a load of ties.
The Jim Duffy has left the Ten-
nessee river after a load of ties.
The Mlartha Hanan arrived from up
the Ohio river yesterday evening.
The Clyde arrived out of the Ten-
nessee river and will leave on her rc.-
turn trip Wednesday erning.
The city of Savannah leaves St.
totsis Wedneschisi evening for the
Tennessee river.
The Saltillo, due out of Tennessee
river tonight, will leave for St. Louis
Budweiser, king of bottled beer, in
family size cases of two eknea
4-
+ + + + + + + + + + + + +
WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY—
Able-bodied unmarried men between !
ages of 21 and 35; citizens of United.
States, of good character an tempe-
rate habits, who can speak, read and
write English. For information ap-
ply to Recruiting Officer, New Rich-
irond House, Paducah, Ky.
FURNITURE bought and sold
Williams, 538 South Third street
New phone gonA.
FOR SALE—Vacant :otThirteenth
to Fourteenth north side Harrison
street; reasonable. Inquire Dr.
Blyth, second floor Fraternity build-
ing.
FOR SALE-.-.A modern home, 6
rooms and bath; elegant interior; all
the latest improvements, furnace, heat,
etc. Apply on premises. 416 North
Fifth street.
FOR RENT—Mont room, w.th
board. 421 South Sixth street. Old
phone 1949.
bottles to the case delivered to any FOR RENT—Frorr)
part of the city on short notice. An- board, 421 South Sixth
helmet-Basch Brewing association phone 1949
branch. Both phones Ira. J. H. 
Steffin, manager.
CITY LIGHT PLANT DAMAGED
Two Circuits Out From Burns Kiln-
day and Last Night.
Two circuits of the city electric
plant were out last night. Sunday
night one went out through the burn-
ing of an armature, which put it out
of commission. Last night another
hzriled out, but the second was not
as badly damaged as the first. It is
probable the last armature can be re-
paired for use in ten days, but the
first one is regardkd as worthless alto-
-... 1. 111
Trying to Remove an Administrator
A motion was maae before Judge
Lightfoot in 'his county court yester-
day to have Dr. Herman Hessig re-
moved as one of the administrators
of his mother's 'estate, the late Mrs
Catherine 'Hessig. The motion WITT
made by C. K. Wheeler, as attorney
for the two grandsons named as the
principal heirs of Mrs. Hessig, and as
justification it was charged that Dr
Hessig is not a proper person to hold
such a position. The motion is to be
heard today by Judge Lightfoot.
Fell Off Step..
While playtug on the front steps at
time home of her parent, Mr. Walter
Clark of Maple avenue, Rowlandtown
Sunday little Thelma Clark felt of a
pair of steps and struck one of the
sharp corners and was hurt very bad,
An ugly gash was cut in her stomach
but it is not of a serious nature.
Agyeeable Surprise.
"Hello, Smith!" exclaimed the near-
sighted man. "I'm delighted to see
you. By the way—"
"My name isn't Smith, sir," inter-
rupted the other man. "it's Robin-
son."
"Then I'm still delighted, Mr. Rob-
inson. I—owe Smith."—Chicago
Tribune.
It is estimated that the "Sultana"
room, with
street. Old
Wanted—An experienced grocery
wagon route man; must have had ex-
perience on North Side. No other
need apply. Jake Biederman Gro-
cery and Baking Co. Seventh street.
For Rent—A six room house with
al' modern improvements. Apply 417
South Fourth street. New 'p.. Inc 122
Call for
To H.
School Board, Paducah. Ky.:
We, the undersigned members of
the Board of Education, with con-
formity to the charter provisions, ask
the chairman of the Board of Educa-
tion to issue a call for a special
meeting of said board' at their cham-
bers, in the Washington school build-
ing, at 8 p. m.. Aug. 21. the purpose
of said meeting being for the adonti.tri
of textbooks for the ensuing year and
for the election of teachers recom-
mended by the committee on exami-
nation and course of study. The en-
t're number of teachers to be appoint-
ed are eleven white (two being prin-
cipals) and fifteen colored. Such oth-
er business as the board may decide
to consider will be dealt with.
Signed:
Board of Education Meeting
F. \vVilltamsin, President
LOUTS FETTER,
• I. S. WALSTON,
W. IT, PITCHE/R
August 20. 1906.
Sold His Mohnen..
Mr. WI P. Jordon., proprietor of the
Paducah Stamp and Steneit Company
has sok) out to N. E. Jordan. He
turned his business over to the new
proprietor the 17th of this month, but
Percy Jordan will continue the man-
age the business at the same stand
52.3 Broadway.
The name of the firm will be
changed from the Paducah Stamp
and Stencil Company to the Diamond
Stamp Works.
Dr. 'Reynolds has moved from his
office in the Fraternity building to
offices over Riley & Cook, the pho-
tographers. on South Six,h, near
Broadway.
raising crop of Smyrna will be onlY50 ,When needing first-class table set--to 6o per cent of last year's on account :vice 191 parties or dinings. phone 2352of ftstructive hail and wet weather. Dick Logan.
alb
Special Ten Day's Sale
EYE-SEE JEWELRY AND OPTICAL CO.,
We are offering a so year Gold Filled Case, Mein hilovameat, for 01.411.
ISNO0
S0411
A Seth Thorium $12.00 Mantel Clock for 
Roger's 1847 Knives and For, a Set 
Genuine Rogers' Teaspoons, a se t, 
 
.7SGenuine Rogers' Tablespoons. a set 
Our entire line of Cut Glass at 30 per cent, of of regular price.
Our Hand Painted China, fiae as any line In the city, at so per cent.Of regular price—you must see this I ow to estimate fully the bargians we
are offering.
A special reduction on every art icIe in our store for is day, ow ,—
strictly for cash—
Our reps moot give you wig! faction.
Dyes tested free.
Eye-See Jewelry Co.
315 BROADWAY. GMT HEM'S OLD STAN&
j. A. DIONETZKA, JWIN ELKS AND OPTICIAM.
91 Years Dupoiennt.
—..ffelfM111111Mh .
Subscribe For The Register
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.
Mee Phone 369, ResJdence Phone 736
J. W. HUGHES
imrrerrrzi-
GENERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraternity Building
OFPICE PHONE 44-a RESIDINOCE PHONE 3.0
We have on hand
For Sale:
3 Horse Power Motor.
z 5 Horse Power notes.
1 554 Hers* Pawls Motor.
a Horse Pewee Motor.
se Horse Pews. Motor.
1 100 Light E_ ...,,_...O,
FOREMAN BROS
Novelty Works.
taz-Tag Mien' Fourth Street
t.
S. P. POOL, L. O. STFITENSOW°1
PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO.
FUNERAL DIRECTORS AND EMBALMERS
NFU :
Both Phones No. 110. 203, 205 S. Tilted
B U Y
TRADE WAT ER COAL
Now reduced prices fo the best Coal you can buy.
LUMP 12 CENTS NUT 11 CENTS
Let us call and book your order for next winter.
West Kentucky Coal Co.
Iseacporabod.
Both T elephones254.
